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Article

A Deeper Look Into Next 
Generation Active Learning 
Designs for Educational 
Leader Preparation

Shelby Cosner1

Abstract
Although active learning designs are recognized as elemental to stronger learning 
designs, there is limited literature on active learning pedagogical approaches for use in 
educational leader preparation. This article names problem- and case-based learning, 
simulations, and action research as “first generation” active learning pedagogical 
approaches and previews a set of “next generation” active learning pedagogical 
approaches that are the focus of and explored more deeply in this Special Issue.

Keywords
principal preparation, leadership pedagogies, active learning, principals, superintendent 
preparation

The last two decades have evidenced the generation of important new knowledge 
about the features of more robust forms of educational leader preparation and develop-
ment. Several notable reviews of research (e.g., Crow & Whiteman, 2016; Davis et al., 
2005; Young et al., 2009) have advanced critical insights as has a small corpus of stud-
ies that has examined more innovative or exemplary forms of preparation (e.g., 
Darling-Hammond et al., 2007; Orr, 2011; Orr & Barber, 2007; Orr & Orphanos, 
2011). Among several other elemental features, this literature suggests that robust 
preparation is recognized by its program and course quality, more generally, and by the 
nature and quality of the program’s learning designs and experiences.

A closer examination of this literature points to several key entailments of stronger 
preparation program learning designs. More robust designs, for example, create 
learning experiences that are authentic to the work of the leader and support 
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theory-to-practice connections (Cunningham et al., 2019; Darling-Hammond et al., 
2007; Orr, 2011; Orr & Orphanos, 2011). These designs also emphasize application, 
inquiry, problem-solving, and reflection (Crow & Whiteman, 2016; Darling-
Hammond et al., 2007), and they ensure that the kinds of skills and leadership prac-
tices evidenced within leadership standards are targeted for development (Cosner 
et al., 2018; Cunningham et al., 2019). Cunningham and colleagues (2019) advance 
the term “powerful learning experiences” to conceptualize instructional learning 
designs that are emblematic of these features.

In this Special Issue, we take up the concept of active learning as a pedagogical 
approach that can be used within preparation program courses or modules to deliver 
this constellation of learning experiences and outcomes. The importance of this Special 
Issue’s focus is amplified by the dearth of existing literature that attends to pedagogi-
cal approaches in educational leadership (Byrne-Jimenez et al., 2017). Although there 
is both a need and growing appetite for attention to program improvement (Cosner, 
2019; Cunningham et al., 2019; Young & Eddy-Spicer, 2019), there are relatively few 
granular accountings about pedagogical considerations and development processes or 
the resultant learning designs to provide insights for interested designers throughout 
the field.

Active learning designs have received considerable scholarly attention. Discussions 
of active learning appear in an assortment of fields (e.g., medicine, pharmacy, den-
tistry, and education). The importance of active learning gained particular attention in 
teacher development because of its consequence to teachers’ classroom practice devel-
opment (Desimone et al., 2002; Desimone & Garet, 2015). Active learning approaches 
have also been associated with more robust forms of educational leadership develop-
ment. Work by Darling-Hammond and colleagues (2010), for example, points to active 
learning pedagogy as a critical aspect of more robust leader learning designs. Similar 
findings were also advanced by Orr (2011), who empirically examined outcomes from 
exemplary principal preparation learning designs, and who identified active learning 
strategies as consequential to leader learning and career outcomes.

Despite widespread attention, active learning lacks conceptual clarity. In broad 
strokes, scholars commonly contrast active with passive learning designs (Bonwell & 
Eison, 1991; Graffam, 2007), and in doing so, generally label as active those approaches 
that engage learners with “doing” and reflecting on their doing (Bonwell & Eison, 
1991). In this way, the essence of active learning is the engagement in practice experi-
ences and the use of those practice experience as a later learning resource where prac-
tice inquiry, reflection, and scrutiny occur (Cosner et al., 2018). Thus, active learning 
designs support development by allowing leaders to “act in the role of a leader and 
contend with authentic situations” (Gray & Bishop, 2009, p. 29), and importantly, 
where learning “occurs during, thru, and after the practice experience” (Orr, 2020). 
Dexter and colleagues (2020) reveal that some scholars have extended conceptions of 
“doing” to such activities as observing the practices that are being promoted for devel-
opment. In comparison, more passive forms of learning, like listening or reading, can 
be experienced by the learner in ways that are disconnected from the actual doing, and 
thus, fail to penetrate the learner’s actual practice considerations and enactment 
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(Bonwell & Eison, 1991). With these things in mind, the design of an active learning 
pedagogy requires careful consideration of how to activate the critical doing or prac-
tice experiences that learner most need as well as the subsequent activities that will 
promote practice reflection (Cosner et al., 2018; Graffam, 2007).

Historically, problem- and case-based learning, simulations, and action research 
have been the most recognized approaches for realizing active learning in the context 
of educational leadership development. Both Cosner and colleagues (2018) and Byrne-
Jimenez and colleagues (2017) elaborate these approaches, which might be thought of 
as firstgeneration active learning approaches in relation to the preparation of educa-
tional leaders. Although these instructional methods engage leaders with application-
oriented activities, the bulk of the doing occurs in classrooms absent the authentic 
social and material context resources that are necessary for and constitutive to the 
standards-aligned leadership practices targeted for development (Cosner et al., 2018).

With the growing knowledge of exemplary educational leadership preparation pro-
grams, garnered from empirical study and by formal recognition programs, such as the 
University Council for Educational Administration’s (UCEA) Exemplary Educational 
Leadership Preparation Program Award (EELPP), as well as from the emergence of 
national program improvement networks, such as those facilitated by UCEA and The 
Wallace Foundation, there is a coalescing group of university-based educational lead-
ership programs and program faculty taking more active roles with program improve-
ment and with the design and use of innovative active learning designs. Three such 
universities and some of the faculty members at these institutions who have been on 
the forefront of leadership preparation pedagogy innovation are featured in this issue:

•• University of Virginia (UV)
•• University of Washington (UW)
•• University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC)

The articles in this Special Issue elaborate an assortment of designs that I am calling 
next generation active learning pedagogical approaches. I briefly foreshadow each 
article below.

In the article by Dexter and her UV collaborators, three innovative tools that can be 
used to support active learning approaches in educational leadership programs are 
elaborated: (a) digital cases, (b) digital simulations, and (c) clinical simulations. The 
team located six such examples from published materials—one of which was devel-
oped and adapted by Dexter. This article illustrates how these tools, through the func-
tions of linearity and responsiveness, shape and allow for “realistic but hypothetical” 
practice experiences in ways that provoke “context-sensitive responses to dilemmas” 
(2020) and where multiple decisions and consequences can be explored.

The next two articles present slightly different versions of an active learning ped-
agogical approach that can generally be described as course-embedded and clini-
cally enacted (Young & Eddy-Spicer, 2019). Both approaches are illustrated in 
relation to a multi-semester learning experience in one of the program’s broad cur-
ricular strands.1 Both share similarities to an approach previously elaborated by 
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Cosner and colleagues (2018). Both of these course-embedded and clinically enacted 
active learning approaches are enabled by having cohorts that are populated with 
individuals currently in school- or system-level administrative leadership positions. 
Thus, these students are likely to have more ready access to or ability to initiate 
developmentally consequential leadership practice experiences. In the article by 
Honig and Honsa from UW, we see how practice experiences are enabled by har-
nessing leaders’ real-time job-embedded work that leaders select for developmental 
attention from their current leadership role and work setting. This approach to 
course-embedded and clinically enacted active learning is likely to be of particular 
advantage in this context because program cohort members both hold and aspire to 
a range of different administrative positions. These practice experiences are then 
coupled with assistive relationships, provided by faculty, and communities of prac-
tice, created with peers, that provide spaces for leaders to observe practice models 
and receive practice coaching and feedback. Importantly, Honig and Honsa also 
name and draw our attention to several key routines that are used to support the 
provision of practice coaching and feedback as an aspect of this active learning 
design. In contrast, work by Salisbury and Irby from UIC reveals how practice expe-
riences can be enabled through a series of carefully sequenced and scaffolded course 
projects that motivate large streams of complex leadership work associated with the 
learner’s current leadership role and work setting. This approach is likely to be 
advantageous in this program because cohort members are typically in similar 
roles—most as teacher leaders during the first semester and full-time resident prin-
cipals during the next two semesters—and where all aspire to the role of principal. 
Practice reflection, as an aspect of this active learning design, is motivated through 
faculty and peer practice feedback. These authors also draw important attention to 
the behind-the-scenes collaborative work of a three-person faculty team as the team 
conceptualized and designed a curricular strand’s course sequence and the active 
learning design embedded in the three semester sequence of courses in this strand.

This Special Issue concludes with an article by Orr that works to unpack, compare, 
and extract lessons from these three next generation active learning approaches. In 
doing so, Orr examines the elements of these learning designs in terms of the actions 
or performative aspect of each design, approaches that encourage practice reflection, 
and the kinds of practices and skills that receive developmental attention. She also 
draws attention to the key adult learning theories and types of frameworks that either 
undergird the design of or are drawn into these learning designs. Finally, she surfaces 
several challenges and questions for additional consideration.

Taken collectively, the articles in this Special Issue make several important con-
tributions to existing literature. They name and draw attention to a set of next gen-
eration active learning approaches in ways that reveal some of the key design 
considerations, processes, features, and affordances. Given the consequential nature 
of active learning approaches to overall program effectiveness (Orr, 2011) and the 
limited existing accountings of such pedagogical learning designs, these contribu-
tions are noteworthy. From a research perspective, these accountings advance a set 
of next generation active learning approaches that would benefit from empirical 
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examination. As the field continues work to disrupt more conventional approaches 
(Young & Eddy-Spicer, 2019) and reimagine program pedagogy, these articles pro-
vide the kinds of granular accountings that are likely to be of value for programs and 
program faculty.
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Note

1. Each of these programs has a small set (either three or four) of curricular strands. Courses 
or modules within a strand relate to the broad area (e.g., instructional leadership, data, and 
inquiry).
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Article

(Inter)Active Learning Tools 
and Pedagogical Strategies 
in Educational Leadership 
Preparation

Sara Dexter1 , Davis Clement1,  
Daniel Moraguez1, and Ginger S. Watson1

Abstract
This article presents three types of (inter)active learning pedagogical tools to better 
prepare future administrators for complex, real-world tasks. We propose a framework 
of narrative linearity and responsiveness to examine digital cases, digital simulations, 
and clinical simulations as bridging pedagogies from abstract class-based methods to 
fully immersive internships. We illustrate how these characteristics influence learner 
interaction with the rich, hypothetical contexts these tools offer. A specific example 
is presented for each tool, and their cognitive demands on the learner are discussed. 
We raise implications for their use at the course and program levels.

Keywords
interactive, case methods, cases, simulations

An ongoing and central concern of educational leadership preparation programs 
(ELPPs) is how best to provide rehearsal opportunities and feedback to develop pro-
spective school leaders’ judgment, so they may apply their knowledge and skills for an 
effective impact in varying contexts. This transfer into practice is essential not only for 
prospective school leaders to demonstrate competence, as licensure standards are per-
formative in nature, but also for ELPP faculty to leverage their investments in courses 
to develop professional knowledge. The challenge of transferring theory into practice 
is addressed in varying ways in the nearly 600 ELPPs across the United States.
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A number of practices have emerged, such as problem-based learning and critical 
reflection (Byrne-Jiménez et al., 2016), but programs still rely predominantly on texts, 
classroom-based discussions, and field experiences (Dexter et al., 2019). The preva-
lent read–discuss–apply approach has long been criticized not only for providing inad-
equate development of procedural, contextual, and experiential knowledge but also for 
insufficient scaffolding to apply that knowledge in practice (Darling-Hammond et al., 
2010). Knowledge development requires active construction in context, because 
meaning is made through experience. Positive interactions with well-supported and 
challenging contexts foster meaning making and skills development over time.

This article explores how three innovative pedagogical tools could be used in 
ELPPs to provide interactive experiences with contexts. Digital cases, digital simula-
tions, and clinical simulations are discussed in terms of how they allow learners to 
practice applying and integrating knowledge and skills in realistic but hypothetical 
scenarios that require them to construct context-sensitive responses to a dilemma. 
These tools also provide instructors with increased opportunities to deliver feedback 
to learners on their emergent procedural (how), contextual (when), and experiential 
(why) knowledge. Positioned carefully in an ELPP, they could also aid faculty in scaf-
folding candidates’ readiness for internships, which is a critical and last opportunity to 
prepare prospective school leaders for the field.

Conceptualizing Learning Experiences That Bridge 
Theory to Practice

Active Learning and Situated Learning Theories

Active learning has been defined as opportunities “for students to meaningfully talk 
and listen, write, read, and reflect on the content, ideas, issues, and concerns of an 
academic subject” (Meyers & Jones, 1993, p. 6) through any number of strategies, 
such as small group work, papers, and presentations, or even the three types of tools 
discussed in this article. Michael and Modell (2003) elaborated that active learning 
pedagogy should not merely be active, but provide the essential impetus to build, test, 
and repair one’s mental model of what is being learned. General discussions of active 
learning pedagogy in higher education are grounded in a constructivist model of learn-
ing, which emphasizes the learners’ active engagement to create understanding.

Although research points to active learning approaches as elemental to more robust 
ELPP designs, such approaches are not consistently integrated into ELPPs. Research 
on ELPP features related broad characteristics such as “active learning strategies that 
integrate theory and practice and stimulate reflection” (Orr & Orphanos, 2011, p. 120) 
to graduates’ increased learning in, and positive beliefs about, their ELPP. A research 
review of effective ELPP features identified a wide assortment of program elements 
including active learning pedagogies (Crow & Whiteman, 2016). However, research 
also suggests that such pedagogical approaches are not uniformly a component of all 
programs (Darling-Hammond et al., 2010). Thus, the granularity and demonstrated 
efficacy of findings in this literature provides limited guidance to ELPP faculty as they 
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design instruction, for being active does not necessarily lead to learning, let alone 
applying concepts to bridge theory and practice or transferring them among contexts.

Prior work by Cosner and colleagues (2015, 2018) provides two of the few exist-
ing accountings of active approaches for educational leader preparation and devel-
opment. Cosner et al. (2018) examine “the use of field-based application-oriented 
projects . . . designed to make leader learning ‘active’ and ‘motivate the application 
of learning within school settings’” (p. 239). They identify problem- and case-based 
learning, simulations, action research, and inquiry projects as potential means to 
first provide opportunity to apply learning and then later draw upon that experience 
for additional learning. They add to these strategies course-initiated, field-based 
cycle of inquiry projects (described further in Cosner et al., 2015) that “straddle the 
large-group learning setting and an authentic work setting as learners take up one or 
more facets of inquiry-motivated work in their actual schools” (Cosner et al., 2018, 
p. 241). Consistent with situated learning theory (Lave & Wenger, 1991), Cosner 
et al. (2018) found leadership students drew upon contextual resources that in turn 
shaped their learning. In this examination, school-based data served as material 
learning resources, and individuals and school-based teams served as social learning 
resources providing a basis for the kinds of authentic leadership considerations and 
experiences that are constitutive of leadership practices students targeted for devel-
opment. Thus, they illustrate how context becomes an important learning resource in 
this active learning design.

This same association between active learning and authentic contexts is implied 
by scholars who identify active learning as one of the five key elements of teacher 
professional development (Desimone et al., 2002; Desimone & Garet, 2015). 
Desimone and colleagues define active learning as “opportunities for teachers to 
become actively engaged in the meaningful analysis of teaching and learning” 
(Desimone et al., 2002, p. 83), which, again consistent with situated learning theory 
(Lave & Wenger, 1991), implies that teachers own professional contexts are 
resources that shape their learning. They identified four dimensions of active learn-
ing: observation, planning, learner feedback, and presentation. The most valuable 
component of observation is feedback—delivering feedback on observed practice 
and receiving feedback on one’s own practice. Active learning in this sense is based 
on the “meaningful analysis of teaching and learning” (Desimone et al., 2002, p. 83). 
For planning, or the application of learned theory, to be a learning opportunity, there 
should be a review element, in which the learner receives feedback from instructors 
and/or colleagues. In the case of leadership preparation, learners need feedback from 
those they will be leading. In an instructional setting, this feedback can be shared 
collectively and reflected upon. Finally, presenting, leading, and writing are not only 
ways of demonstrating or disseminating knowledge but also opportunities for ques-
tioning, discussing, and responding. In these ways, each of the four dimensions of 
Desimone and colleagues’ notion of active learning is reliant upon the multidirec-
tional flow of information. This reciprocity arises from action and agency on the part 
of both instructor and learner, leader, and led.
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Engaging Context Through Linearity and Responsiveness

These educator scholars suggest that the context of authentic settings is a necessary 
component in any active learning intended to bridge theory to practice. Yet, context is 
described by Hallinger (2018) as in the “shadows” of leadership studies, as evidence-
based practices and leadership standards and competencies are stated in “average” 
ways. He identifies how institutional, community, national, cultural, economic, politi-
cal, and school improvement contexts might influence generic conceptions of practice, 
and advocates that ELPPs must not teach just teach leadership as what to do but also 
develop judgment of how, when, and why to do.

Cases and simulations can serve as imagined contexts for practice onto which stu-
dents can project what they are learning in courses. Rich, complex contexts allow 
instructors to guide experiential learning, but in a fail-safe way, and to contrive critical 
or even rare emergency situations. In many instances, including instruction, discipline, 
family engagement, and public relations, hypothetical contexts are safer spaces for pro-
spective leaders to rehearse without the potential for negative outcomes for students 
(e.g., microaggressions, lost learning opportunities, equity violations, public embarrass-
ment). Feedback about hypothetical contexts can be authentic and constructive, in addi-
tion to being research based, without being traumatizing. Furthermore, because rich 
contexts require more integration of knowledge, they are more likely to support learners’ 
transferring understanding to the real world—to aid theory to practice connections.

Although these three learning tools have distinctive formats, there is a broader set 
of characteristics by which they can be grouped that highlights nuances in how learn-
ers interact with context-rich scenarios: first, whether or not they have a fixed, linear 
narrative for the information they contain; second, whether or not they are responsive, 
meaning that what appears to the learner depends upon choices the learner makes, as 
opposed to being static. This pair of characteristics affect how the learner engages the 
context portrayed in the scenarios, and therefore can inform instructional design.

Linear designs make use of narrative structure to influence decision making, 
whereas nonlinear designs construct a narrative from decisions made by the learner. 
Linear static designs are exemplified by traditional text-based cases (such as those in 
the Journal of Cases in Educational Leadership), where information is presented in a 
sequence that serves the purposes of the theoretical frameworks or principles the case 
is intended to teach. The narrative structure and sequence set up the type of decisions 
called for from the learner.

In a nonlinear static design (i.e., digital cases), which may be a raw data set or 
multiple data sets with context, information is either (a) not structured or (b) not 
sequenced. Thus, either the learner applies structure to the data as part of the problem 
identification process or the structure is determined by the learner’s decisions as the 
case proceeds, similar to responsive nonlinear cases. In a nonlinear static design, the 
practice of connecting discrete data points from a common context to tell a story con-
structs the problem and thus demands that the learner find coherence within the data 
and impose a structure from their own schema. The strength of nonlinear static designs 
is that they provide a realistic context and varying decision points. Nonlinear designs 
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can offer the most opportunities to learn whether learners go through the design more 
than once, considering the effects of different decisions. Thus, nonlinear designs may 
require more time to complete and often require more time to grade and provide feed-
back on to help learners learn from errors and consider decisions made using multiple 
acceptable paths.

In a nonlinear responsive design (i.e., digital or clinical simulations), the learner 
applies learned principles, theories, and frameworks to a hypothetical situation, and 
then consequences occur. These consequences were built into the case based on the 
social, organizational, or psychological frameworks of those theories. Nonlinear 
responsive materials offer new possibilities for feedback and more realistic conse-
quences within the simulation. When learners make better or worse choices as the 
scenario progresses, the materials and the choices they see next signal to them whether 
their approach produced the intended effect or not. Digital simulations may also cap-
ture and present back to the learner their path and selected options through the sce-
nario, and such information can be useful to prompt reflection or to inform instructors 
about students’ reasoning. Because they provide a fail-safe environment, learners can 
try out a number of approaches without real consequences. However, for such option 
exploration and embedded feedback to be effective, the inherent logic of the nonlinear 
responsive designs must be aligned to the instruction and the performative nature of 
the standards. Because the paths through simulations are determined by their authors, 
the characterization of choices as better or worse could possibly be at odds with 
instructors’ opinions, the theory base under study, or fail to prompt action in ways 
similar to what is called for in the standards. Such examples need not be negative but 
may provide unique learning opportunities or opportunities for discussion or debate.

Summary

This literature suggests critical points for considering digital cases, digital simulations, 
and clinical simulations as suitable active learning pedagogy in ELPPs. First, learning 
experiences with them require further schema development in ways that attend to con-
text. Second, they provide rich rehearsal opportunities to carry out leader practices. 
Third, they require cognitive activities in contexts that can approximate the daily chal-
lenges leaders face. Such learning experiences can then also be analyzed for how they 
ready prospective leaders for mastery learning in clinical experiences.

Specifically considering teaching with digital cases, digital simulations, and clini-
cal simulations, we propose the phrase (inter)active learning pedagogy. This not only 
captures the necessity of give-and-take among learners and faculty in effective active 
learning but also how the characteristics of these three tools situate learning in con-
text-rich scenarios and foster such pedagogy. It also distinguishes these tools from 
active learning pedagogy discussed elsewhere in this issue as situated in learners’ 
actual workplaces. The virtual nature of the context-rich scenario within these three 
tools provides affordances to (inter)active learning pedagogy that complement what is 
uniquely available to active learning pedagogies that rely upon actual professional 
contexts.
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Tools for (Inter)Active Learning

Next, we describe how each of these three tool’s characteristics help us understand 
how it may promote learning, and what that suggests about when this tool is best used 
for learning goals. We searched the digital education databases ERIC, Academic 
Search Complete, Education Full Text, Education Research Complete, and Psychology 
and Behavioral Sciences Collection to find examples of tools from the last 20 years 
that intersected with the field of educational leadership. The reference sections of all 
retrieved studies and authors’ previous experience and expertise with the tools, includ-
ing archival resources, provided additional examples. Examples within types were 
considered together and analyzed with the conceptual framework for their salient fea-
tures and the implications for teaching and learning. We provide as examples of each 
tool those concerned with educational leadership that are still available for use.

Digital Cases

Digital cases are distinguished by their digital delivery format and features that require 
the learner to make choices, which are often captured by the software and represented 
back to learners or instructors. They provide a rich context that presents to the learner 
some kind of problem to solve, or decision they must make by bringing their knowledge 
and experience to bear. But they introduce added complexity in that the narrative is non-
linear and is instead presented as clickable choices in a menu-driven interface. They are 
not considered responsive and interactive because the choices the learner makes do not 
direct the scenario that unfolds or change the information then made available to the 
learner. The extensive contextual information these types of cases provide is intended to 
create a more realistic and complex situation for the core dilemma. This expands the 
learners’ focus from simply solving the problem, as in traditional case studies, to also 
identifying information to name and frame the problem, as well as craft a response.

We located four examples of digital cases in the research literature, and next 
describe the one which is still available for use. Educational Theory Into Practice 
Software (ETIPS) was developed at the University of Virginia (Dexter & Tucker, 
2009) to provide postsecondary instructors cases for leadership students to apply 
course concepts in a richly described school context. They are available for free use at 
http://leadership.etips.info.

ETIPS is best described as a digital platform in which instructors construct case 
assignments requiring in-depth responses that also provides embedded assessment fea-
tures for instructors to formatively assess learning as aspiring administrators practice 
making leadership decisions. Instructors create a case by first selecting among three 
areas of leadership decision making: instructional, organizational, and relational. They 
next select among three to four topics that determine the case prompt. Cases can be set 
in one or more of nine hypothetical, yet realistic, K–12 school settings, including ele-
mentary, middle, and high school settings at low-, middle-, and high-performance lev-
els. The ETIPS cases incorporate text and graphics in a hypertext menu portrayed as a 
school and intranet site and requires learners to choose what information to review. 

http://leadership.etips.info
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They begin with a scenario posing a dilemma. Student responses are structured by a 
four-step decision-making process—identifying the issue, determining guiding princi-
ples, suggesting alternative solutions, and selecting the best alternative and creating an 
action plan (see Figure 1).

The ETIPS platform design provides professors with evidentiary-based reasoning 
about their students’ key knowledge under consideration in the case by leveraging 
technology in support of the collection and analysis of that evidence. This includes an 
automated essay scorer for students to use before they submit case responses and 
PlanMap, a visual representation of the menu items where students predicted they 
should seek relevant case information, where they actually went, and what menu items 
the case authors identified as essential. Snapshot is an additional feature that leverages 
the digital delivery format. It provides a live summary of students’ answers to case 
questions in progress that instructors can view during or after the case assignment, and 
can optionally provide to students either as they proceed through or after they com-
plete their own case response. Finally, students can take notes on any page, and they 
are compiled onto one place under headings that are hyperlinked back to the page on 
which they were taken.

Evaluation of the ETIPS leadership cases using a pre–post design in a test bed of 
faculty (nine faculty, and pre–post surveys and three cases completed by 118 students) 
showed that learners significantly improved in their problem-framing abilities (Scott 
et al., 2010) and the quality of their decision making (Tucker & Dexter, 2011), as 
determined by trained scorers reviewing their first and third case responses. In pre–
post surveys, students self-reported an increase in their decision-making self-efficacy 
and their certainty about case responses (Tucker & Dexter, 2011).

Digital Simulations

Digital simulations are similar to digital cases in their nonlinear presentation of infor-
mation relevant to a problem-based scenario. As click-driven interfaces, these two 
tools also share the ability to capture choices as cognitive pathways and represent 
them back to learners and instructors. Simulations are distinguished by their respon-
sive nature, where what the learner sees next in the simulation is dependent upon 
which choice they clicked on at each juncture in the problem scenario. Each choice 
learners make potentially changes the narrative pathway. This adds complexity to 
what the learner must do as the scenario can take unexpected developments to repre-
sent the consequences of the decisions made at each juncture. Simulations are best 
described as authentic models of systems or processes where learners can evaluate the 
impact of various courses of actions on the model.

We identified one digital simulation still available for use in the field. The ELS 
software simulations were developed at the University of Pennsylvania as a profes-
sional learning experience for K–12 in-service school leaders and ELPPs. Practicing 
school leaders in a midcareer doctoral program drew upon events they experienced to 
develop the original group of simulations as course assignments. These simulations 
are currently available to license for use at https://www.edleadershipsims.com/.

https://www.edleadershipsims.com/
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Figure 1. Case information and student answer interfaces in ETIPS leadership cases.
Note. The top portion of the figure displays one possible school context, with tabs for the case 
information (website and intranet), and the learner’s notes. The bottom portion of the figure displays 
the tabbed window for the four-step decision-making process learners complete.
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ELS software simulations use audio and video of actors to present the scenario. 
This is usually accompanied by similar on-screen text and sometimes reference mate-
rials to add further detail to the context. The interface allows students to advance the 
simulation as new stakeholders present additional information and interactions to fur-
ther contextualize the problem. Like a complex “choose your own adventure” story, at 
certain junctions in the simulation, multiple choice answers are used to present actions 
the learner may take. Based upon which choice is made, the next information pre-
sented is a consequence of that decision (see Figure 2).

The ELS simulations vary in how they present feedback to learners. At the mini-
mum, the various combinations of the learners’ choices will bring the narrative to a 
number of planned end points, some of which may be portrayed as successful. Others 
are portrayed as less successful conclusions and the simulation may prompt the learner 
to start over and try again. Some ELS simulations present on-screen indicators of per-
formance during the sim. For example, in a teacher evaluation simulation, the learners 
see a gauge representing the teacher’s stress level as a feedback on their actions taken. 
Others provide summary information or performance ratings.

DeJong and Grundmeyer (2018) implemented this tool in individual and group set-
tings at two different universities and surveyed their students regarding their percep-
tions of its usefulness. Participants reported the class discussions were highly engaging 
and stimulated critical thinking, and that the simulations helped them to realize differ-
ent perspectives and increased their self-confidence to lead. They also perceived the 
simulations as helping them to meet course objectives.

Clinical Simulations

Clinical simulations are live in-person simulations. Over the last 60 years in medical 
education, this model of education has developed as “standardized patients.” Over the 
last 20 years, it has been adapted for use in teacher and leader education (Dotger, 
2011). They are more planned than role-plays in that the learner interacts with a trained 
actor whose role in the planned scenario is specifically written to elicit the learners’ 
use of knowledge and skills with appropriate judgment, timing, and sensitivity to con-
text. Similar to digital cases and simulations there is a nonlinear narrative and interac-
tivity, but because it is humans who provide those characteristics, they arguably offer 
the most realistic and complex opportunities to practice. Because they are not digital, 
clinical simulations do not inherently capture the learners’ decision choices and path-
ways, but the performance can be taped to allow later review.

We located one example of clinical simulations in leadership preparation. At 
Syracuse University, Dotger (2011) developed 15 simulations in the School Leader 
Communication Model to represent a variety of interactions school leaders might 
encounter with parents, students, and faculty/staff. The case materials and instructions 
to implement these 15 simulations are available in a book (Dotger, 2014).

These clinical simulations begin with a problem-of-practice briefing to prepare the 
learner to take on the role of the administrator in the simulation. The amount of informa-
tion provided in the brief varies, depending on the simulation. A leader-initiated 
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Figure 2. (continued)
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conference, for example, will include all the necessary data and background information 
on the student or parent involved. Parent-initiated simulations may provide very little, if 
any, background information to ensure the authenticity of the interaction. The problem 
of practice may involve decision making about events ranging from more typical day-to-
day, to rare events in a principal’s job. Depending upon the scenario, learners may be 
presented with unexpected interruptions such as a phone call, visitor, or emergency 
requiring them to adapt and pivot their planned course of action. These clinical simula-
tions always require the learners to read the situation and actively engage in dialog with 
the actors in front of them. The actors react to each learner’s responses but standardize 
the experience according to how their script defines the problem space and bounds the 
context of the scenario.

At Syracuse University, Dotger and colleagues used the recording capabilities built 
into the specially designed practice rooms in a nearby medical school to unobtrusively 
record students’ performances. The recordings are then available for review by instruc-
tors for feedback purposes and to allow students to reflect on their words, actions, and 
consequences.

Figure 2. One of several interfaces used in the ELS software simulation “dress code.”
Note. The top portion of the figure displays one of the case introduction video, with buttons to advance 
the sim, and access relevant resources. The middle portion of the figure displays the series of emails the 
learner sees that advance the narrative. The bottom portion displays the three choices from which the 
learner must chose to advance the narrative.
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In a principal internship course, Dotger and Alger (2012) utilized clinical simula-
tions with seven prospective school leaders to help them develop in their handling of 
parental involvement around school curriculum matters and other reality-based prob-
lems of practice. They found that these students responded to parental concerns in a 
variety of ways. Some relied on school and district policies, whereas others empha-
sized a school’s social responsibility. By reviewing recordings of the interactions, stu-
dents were able to reflect back on their choices and the words they used to convey 
those choices. As students reflected on their approaches, they recognized how includ-
ing their own opinions when responding to parents only made the interaction more 
complex and potentially generated future issues. In their conclusion, the authors sug-
gested, “that carefully-crafted, live, one-to-one simulations hold potential in helping 
novice school leaders . . . practice transferring what they know about . . . leading into 
what they can do, moving deliberately from preparations to practice” (Dotger & Alger, 
2012, p. 358).

Discussion

Viewed through the lenses of constructivist and situated learning theories, experiences 
in virtual contexts can provide the landscape and knowledge-construction opportuni-
ties learners require to practice leadership and develop the skills to do the job of a 
school administrator. The three tools examined here all promote (inter)active learning 
pedagogy requiring learners’ interpretation of, engagement with, and manipulation of 
virtual material and social resources in a specific context. Students’ thinking can be 
structured by interacting with this context. In all three, the context is set by the tool’s 
authors, with an additional layer made possible by the instructor. To this end, we dis-
cuss the implications of each for instructors from both an instructional and an imple-
mentation perspective.

Implications for Instruction

In light of the varying linearity and responsiveness of the three tools we identified, 
leadership preparation faculty must contend with differentiated implications presented 
by these tools. Below we discuss considerations presented by each tool for instruction 
and assessment.

Digital cases. The nonlinear structure of digital cases is more realistic in nature than a 
traditional narrative case, as a school and community present many sources of informa-
tion that vary in relevance and ease of interpretation. Without a predetermined narra-
tive, learners must construct the problem from the available facts, drawing upon prior 
knowledge to select what is and is not pertinent information. This requires more devel-
oped schema to guide exploration, because this is not inherent in the case itself. This 
has the potential to overwhelm the learner, take them off track, or encourage muddling 
through, but such outcomes are also more authentic leadership experiences, which sup-
port transfer to real-life situations with similar dilemmas. A key role for the instructor 
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is framing the case to a developmentally appropriate degree in terms of course content 
and standards, current issues in schools, and criteria of a quality response.

Some prior success in applying key declarative knowledge will support these more 
complex steps of navigating and selecting information in a disciplined way, which can 
serve to draw out students developing procedural, contextual, and experiential knowl-
edge. This means digital cases must be scaffolded by previous experiences with less 
complex, more formulaic narratives, and that instructors may need to guide learners in 
developing or sharpening their criteria for discerning the root cause issue in the case 
and what information is needed to make sense of the context and recognize its influence 
on the available courses of action. To leverage this additional complexity as an oppor-
tunity for learners to develop contextual knowledge would likely require instructors 
provide specific instructions to guide the patterns learners recognize, and the conclu-
sions they take away. Instructors should seek to do this through developing questions 
and directions to facilitate learners’ sensemaking, as opposed to direct instruction.

The digital format of the case may afford the capture and representation of learners’ 
choices in the case (e.g., click-through sequences), providing for formative and sum-
mative assessment of contextual knowledge. Other artifacts could represent to an 
instructor students’ progress through digital cases so as to allow them to intervene and 
correct their course, or even automatically provide interventions to alert students to the 
relevance of their information selections. Such software might also prompt the learner 
to review key information they had not yet sought or present comparisons of their case 
responses over time. However, leveraging such artifacts as assessment data would 
require the instructor align them to the performative nature of standards and determine 
the logical tie between the learners’ approach to the case information and what is 
called for or implied by the leadership standards in use.

Digital simulations. The nonlinearity and complexity of simulation narratives require a 
simultaneous understanding of the problem, integration of knowledge, identification 
of pertinent information, and anticipation of consequences. Through this problem-
based decision-making exercise, theory learned through other methodologies can be 
applied in practice. Use of digital simulations as a pedagogical approach goes beyond 
the traditional student–teacher interaction in which knowledge is shared and acquired. 
Digital simulations help learners construct knowledge by providing the context from 
which problems of practice arise. Accordingly, procedural, contextual, and experien-
tial knowledge can be developed through trial and error in an interactive, digital envi-
ronment where failure is acceptable, because no students or other stakeholders can be 
harmed.

An instructor’s purpose for using a digital simulation will dictate the level of com-
plexity and amount of schema or background knowledge students require. For exam-
ple, if the purpose is to illustrate how new course content might manifest in leadership 
settings, not much is required in prior schema or background knowledge. As students 
move through their program development, instructors can increase complexity by 
removing scaffolds or supports and expect students to demonstrate increasing mastery. 
When initiating a simulation, establishing the context ensures students are more likely 
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to make connections to previous learning and construct new knowledge. As students 
interact with variables, contemplate consequences, and reflect on the results of their 
choices, instructors ask questions and provide feedback that nudge students into pro-
ductive reflection and learning. Instructors need to learn to interpret data created by 
digital artifacts (e.g., selected courses of action, written rationales, communiques to 
staff or parents in the sim) to drive instruction and provide individualized learning 
support.

In most cases, learner choices within digital simulations produce artifacts that can 
potentially serve as formative assessments, especially when instructors align the 
instruction to standards. As students execute their decisions and reflect on their conse-
quences, instructors interject to provide the individualized instruction the data suggest. 
Appropriate interventions may be individual journaling, peer-to-peer reflections, 
group discussions, or even direct instruction followed by repeating the simulation.

Clinical simulations. As with digital simulations, clinical simulations support situated 
learning through interactions with contextualized environments. Proponents advocate 
that the cognitive demands of clinically simulated problems are the closest approxima-
tion of challenges leaders will face in actual practice, in that they have no predeter-
mined outcome or an opportunity to rewind or do over. Learners draw from previous 
learning to generate alternative courses of action and make decisions fitting the cir-
cumstances of the clinical simulation narrative. Instrumental to the effectiveness of 
clinical simulations, learners take the perspective of and act as if a school leader. This 
redefined frame of reference is necessary for developing an aspiring principal’s ability 
to negotiate the multidimensional aspects of leadership. The act of playing a school 
administrator in a clinical setting could build confidence, especially after repeated 
practice and trial-and-error, leading to a positive influence on a student’s self-efficacy 
and capacity to imagine themselves as an actual administrator in the real world (Ban-
dura, 1997).

Instructors facilitate participation by identifying actors and providing the respec-
tive protocols to them and learners. These standardized individuals (SIs) must prepare 
for their role by learning the background information and the general beginning, mid-
dle, and end of the narrative. They also study which learner reactions are triggers that 
are to drive their participation in the narrative. Instructors provide learners with 
presimulation reflections and then observe the interactions without interrupting, pro-
viding feedback and reflection opportunities at the end as learners watch the recorded 
playback of their performance. Typically, postsimulation debriefing is required and 
asks learners to review and reflect on their performance to further refine their develop-
ing leadership competencies.

Although artifacts are not generated in clinical simulations in the same way they are 
created in digital simulations, video recordings or an instructor’s observation of per-
formance on the simulation itself may provide formative and summative assessment 
data, offering insight on a learner’s knowledge, professional decision making, and 
reflective and ethical dispositions (Dotger, 2014). Through ensuring that content is 
reflection rich and the instruction is active, student-centered instructors can increase 
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the likelihood that meaning is constructed and knowledge is created. An added benefit 
of clinical simulations is the instructor’s unique opportunity to solicit SIs’ input when 
facilitating critical reflection and discourse postsimulation. SIs provide aspiring prin-
cipals feedback from their perspective as the simulated student, teacher, or parent, 
thereby broadening the feedback loop from that of the instructor only.

Summary. As described above, with each tool the learner is drawn into a type of nar-
rative requiring further schema development, with varying demands of cognitive 
loads, tasks, and prior knowledge. Behavior resulting from the application of prior 
knowledge to the collection of formal and informal experiences constitutes learning 
that can inform future practice (Hoare, 2006). Students who receive feedback that tells 
them how to improve have greater self-efficacy and better performance than students 
who receive evaluations identifying norm-referenced strengths and weaknesses (Chan 
& Lam, 2010). Table 1 expands the points raised above to highlight how the variations 
among tools illustrate these increasing demands and therefore better suit a tool for 
some purposes versus others.

Implications for Implementation

Rather than presenting limitations, we offer opportunities for learning in the form of 
implications for research and implementation. A great caution for adoption of these three 
tools in ELPPs is raised by the limited research about the impact of any of these specific 
approaches on leaders’ knowledge and skill development. The data from all three of the 
researched tools were collected in convenience samples that do not allow for generaliza-
tions. The digital cases used a pre–post study design to measure the quality of students’ 

Table 1. Key Cognitive-Oriented Characteristics of Context-Rich Virtual Experiences.

Tool Focus
Prerequisite 

knowledge level
Cognitive 

implications
Reckoning with 

experience

Digital cases Problem framing 
and focusing the 
search for relevant 
information

Enough to 
formulate a 
targeted search

Construct 
framing, 
identify 
problem, 
then apply

Learner’s 
experience

Digital 
simulations

Forced choices to 
apply contextual 
knowledge

More, to better 
select action 
options

Act, interact, 
react

Learner’s 
experience

Author’s structuring 
of problem space

Clinical 
simulations

Communication “as 
if” the leader

Most, to reason 
about and 
generate a 
response

Synthesize, 
generate

Learner’s 
experience

Other participants’ 
enacting of 
problem space
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responses and their perceptions of their decision-making self-efficacy (Tucker & Dexter, 
2011). The digital simulations offer perceptual data regarding their positive impact 
(DeJong & Grundmeyer, 2018). A qualitative case of seven students in one internship 
course informs what we know about clinical simulations (Dotger & Alger, 2012). The 
literature is much richer regarding the rationale for such tools, their development, and 
their implications for instruction. There is also promising evidence regarding these tools 
in other fields. But the opportunity costs and potential material costs and time required 
for adoption necessitate further research on their efficacy for leadership preparation.

Some implications for implementation follow from the differences summarized 
in Table 1 about what tool is best for whom and under what conditions. Learner 
readiness needs to be considered in selecting the tool around which to center a learn-
ing experience intended to develop procedural, contextual, and experiential knowl-
edge. Instructors must consider what declarative knowledge learners have about the 
theory or knowledge base they are to reason with and use as a guide when construct-
ing their responses. Where less theoretical background is provided within the tool, 
and more learner construction of response is required, it stands to reason that it is 
better suited for learners with more prior knowledge. Instructors must consider the 
cognitive complexity of the task inherent in the tool relative to learner readiness and 
its placement in the course or program. Tasks requiring greater contextual and expe-
riential knowledge to successfully complete them should build upon learners’ prior 
experiences. These variations in complexity also imply potentially greater responsi-
bilities for instructors to support learning with demonstrations and feedback. A case 
or simulation exercise in itself, without an understanding of the learner, their exist-
ing knowledge, and the instructional strategies used to facilitate integration of new 
information with existing knowledge, runs the risk of failing to teach or provide 
evidence of learning.

The three tools also possess several similarities that suggest implications for imple-
mentation. They are each suitable for individual or whole-group assignments. They 
each offer instructors a way to present the same rich context for learning to their entire 
class. Normally, students see such rich representations of reality in internships, but 
instructors are unlikely to have all students placed in the same internship setting or 
even know the full details of each student’s context. In this way, these tools can help 
provide equitable opportunities for experiential learning, and discussion and reflection 
upon it. In addition, the technological affordances of two of these tools make possible 
the repetition of situations with alternative outcomes based on different decisions. It is 
also possible to sequence their use to require successive independence and contextual 
complexity, which we might consider as fidelity to actual school settings. As the fidel-
ity increases, so does the knowledge construction requiring interactions with context, 
and scaffolding this can promote transfer. If used instructionally as scaffolds to field-
based practicum experiences or internships, in which students are in actual educational 
settings with real people and real consequences, such virtual experiences may promote 
positive effects on students’ self-efficacy and increased utility and quality of their 
preparation. This can ready learners for subsequent active learning experiences (i.e., 
Cosner et al., 2018; Honig & Honsa, 2020) and internships set in actual school 
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contexts known to be so critical for their success (Crow & Whiteman, 2016; Orr & 
Orphanos, 2011).

Conclusion

To emphasize the vitality of digital cases, digital simulations, and clinical simulations 
in leadership preparation, we propose (inter)active learning pedagogy, emphasizing 
the reciprocal contributions of learner and modality. The (inter)activity of learning in 
principal preparation programs is important when we consider the practice required 
for the performative nature of standards, and the development of self-efficacy in pro-
spective leaders. Opportunities in ELPPs for future administrators to rehearse leader-
ship practices that situate their learning in rich contexts (Brown et al., 1989; Hallinger, 
2018; Lave & Wenger, 1991) are essential to the development of qualified school 
leaders. With this understanding, ELPP faculty should review the extent to which their 
coursework provides access to both active and (inter)active learning pedagogies, and 
how they relate to, scaffold between, and enrich each other as pedagogies along a 
continuum of decreasing abstraction and increasing embeddedness in the field.
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Abstract
This article shares our experience using a job-embedded active learning approach 
to support candidates’ growth as systems-focused equity leaders in the University 
of Washington’s Leadership for Learning program. We describe how socio-cultural 
learning theory helped us shift from field-based application projects to job-embedded 
learning. Our approach involved clarifying systems-focused leadership practices 
as primary learning targets, centering candidates’ workplaces as the main learning 
setting, and providing high-quality support consistent with apprenticeships and 
communities of practice. We conclude with opportunities, challenges, and ways 
forward for educational leadership programs seeking to design such approaches and 
develop systems-focused equity leaders.
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Educational leadership programs in colleges and universities across the country aim to 
support educational leaders of all stripes in becoming powerful agents of educational 
equity. This emphasis reflects substantial research that shows educational leaders are 
vital to ensuring excellent educational opportunities and outcomes for each student, 
especially students of color, those living in low-income circumstances, students eligi-
ble for English language learning (ELL) services, and others historically underserved 
in public school systems (Khalifa et al., 2016; Leithwood & Jantzi, 2000; Theoharis, 
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2007). Research also underscores the importance of supporting leaders’ learning with 
job-embedded supports—those available to them as they go about their regular work 
(Augustine et al., 2009; Blase & Blase, 1999; Leithwood et al., 2004). Such job-
embedded learning seems especially important when leaders are tackling systemic 
barriers to educational equity—what we call systems-focused equity leadership—
since the complexity of such work is hard to simulate or capture sufficiently in texts 
and takes ongoing practice in real settings. However, supporting active learning that is 
job-embedded is challenging, particularly for instructors in higher education who sit 
outside school districts and have traditionally provided instruction in classrooms not 
in practice. What kinds of job-embedded learning strategies help such educational 
leadership programs enact active learning approaches to support their candidates in 
developing their systems-focused equity leadership?

This paper explores that question with an analytic description of how one educa-
tional doctorate program has been evolving its pedagogical strategies to maximize 
candidates’ job-embedded learning as systems-focused equity leaders. The University 
of Washington’s Leadership for Learning (L4L) Ed.D. program and our curricular 
strand on inquiry and data-informed leadership provides a strategic case for this inves-
tigation. L4L faculty have made particular pedagogical shifts in that strand that we 
associated with candidates’ progressively deeper engagement in systems-focused 
equity leadership and other positive results. In partial recognition of this progress, in 
2016, the University Council of Educational Administration recognized L4L as an 
Exemplary Educational Leadership Preparation Program, the only superintendent cer-
tification program to receive that distinction out of six programs between 2013 and 
2019. To inform our analysis, we drew on our extensive experience as the main instruc-
tor of the Inquiry strand over the past 10 years and research assistant for 2 years, as 
well as analyses of strand teaching materials and student work.

Below, we briefly introduce L4L and the Inquiry strand and review extant 
research supporting our long-standing approach to active, job-embedded learning: 
cycle-of-inquiry action research projects candidates conducted in their own work 
settings. We then share program data that showed demonstrable improvements in 
candidates’ growth as systems-focused equity leaders, but only after we redesigned 
our pedagogical approach to reflect key ideas from socio-cultural learning theory 
(SCLT) about authentic learning in practice. Our active learning approach that 
emphasizes job-embedded work now involves: (a) ensuring specific systems-
focused equity leadership practices as the main learning targets, (b) centering can-
didates’ workplace and daily practice as the main learning setting, and (c) providing 
the kind of assistance characteristic of high-quality one-on-one mentoring relation-
ships and communities of practice. We elaborate those features of our pedagogical 
approach and provide illustrative examples of student work. We conclude by iden-
tifying particular supports that helped us evolve our pedagogical approach, some 
challenges that remain, and implications for educational doctorate and other educa-
tional leadership programs that aim to help their candidates lead for systems change 
that matters to educational equity.
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The Problem of Practice With the L4L Inquiry Strand

For many educational leaders, Ed.D. and superintendent certification programs like 
L4L are a last stop in their formal university-based education and professional certifi-
cation (Honig & Walsh, 2019). Upon completion of our 3-year program, all candidates 
earn an Ed.D. (168 since 2002) and nearly all now pursue a superintendent certificate 
as well. However, we do not focus our curriculum on specific roles like the superinten-
dency or central office director positions. Instead, we support all of our candidates in 
improving their ability to lead for fundamental changes in educational systems that 
promise to improve educational opportunities and outcomes for students historically 
underserved in public schools—what we call systems-focused equity leadership.

Consistent with this focus on practice rather than role, our candidates come to us hold-
ing various educational leadership positions from school principal to chief academic offi-
cer, and, occasionally assistant principal, community leader, or higher education leader. 
More important than their position is the extent to which a candidate has been attempting 
to lead for systemic changes in service of educational equity and has a clear vision for 
how L4L will help them strengthen their systems-focused equity leadership practice.

Inquiry and data-focused leadership is one of L4L’s four main multiyear curricular 
strands that help candidates develop some aspect of that leadership (see Table 1). In 
Inquiry, candidates learn to lead continuous improvement processes to identify and 
tackle educational inequities at their systemic roots.

From the outset of the program, L4L instructors’ pedagogical approach in Inquiry 
has had two main enduring features also characteristic of other Ed.D. programs and 
some principal preparation programs—that candidates must (a) lead an improvement 

Table 1. L4L Curricular Strands as Support for Systems-Focused Equity Leadership.

Strand Supporting questions

Equity & excellence What are the multiple historical and contemporary sources of 
educational inequities and how do leaders interrupt them and 
rebuild?

Instructional 
leadership

What is the latest research on student and adult learning, including 
culturally responsive pedagogy and antiracist teaching?

How and why do school systems tend not to reflect that research and 
how to create systems that more centrally support student and adult 
learning in service of educational equity?

Leadership for 
equitable systems 
(LES)

What are the main dimensions of school systems—governance (boards 
and the superintendent), finance, policy, law, and others—that 
constrain educational equity?

How can leaders redesign those systems to drive educational equity, 
including through their superintendent internships?

Inquiry and data-
focused leadership

How to use data and research to lead continuous improvement 
processes that integrate ideas from the other curricular strands and 
interrupt and rebuild educational systems in service of educational 
equity?
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process in an authentic setting that promises to support educational equity and (b) take 
a cycle-of-inquiry approach to their work. The latter prompts candidates to identify a 
problem of practice, construct a theory of action about how to address the problem, 
plan to assess progress, take action, and assess progress. In the process, candidates 
practice particular habits such as continuously reflecting on what they are doing and 
why they think particular actions will lead to improvements.

These two features reflect research on leadership preparation across the educational 
leadership spectrum, from teacher leaders to superintendents, that emphasizes the 
importance of field-based experiences to learning. For example, research has long 
highlighted internships as essential to prospective principals’ growth (Darling-
Hammond et al., 2007; M. T. Orr, 2011; Perez et al., 2011). More recent research on 
Ed.D. programs highlights internships as well as applications of learning in real-world 
settings through action research and other projects (Auerbach, 2011; Barker & Ayala, 
2016; Buss & Avery, 2017; Osterman et al., 2014; Watson & Mochizuki, 2017). For 
example, Cosner et al. (2018) found that field-based application-oriented projects in a 
dual principal preparation and Ed.D. program supported candidates’ leadership of 
projects informed by and responsive to school contexts.

Our specific use of a cycle-of-inquiry framework as the basis for candidates’ field-
based work stemmed in part from broader scholarship on the potential of such frame-
works for supporting leaders’ learning (e.g., Mintrop, 2016; Schön & Argyris, 1996; 
Spillane & Coldren, 2015). For example, Copland (2003) associated principals’ use of 
cycle-of-inquiry frameworks with positive outcomes such as principals’ improved col-
laborative problem-solving.

Although these features had long anchored our pedagogical approach in Inquiry, about 
6 years ago, we saw significant improvements, especially in candidates’ systems-focused 
equity leadership. For example, only 15% of candidates (14 of 92) in the first four cohorts 
focused their final Inquiry demonstrations on equity matters, with most addressing gen-
eral problems like how school principals manage multiple demands and discrete interven-
tions such as new science curriculum. By Cohort 6, 57% of the demonstrations emphasized 
systems-focused equity leadership rising to 88% in Cohort 7, even though earlier cohorts 
conducted their demonstrations after 3 years and later cohorts after 2 years.1

For example, one candidate in Cohort 6 started Inquiry focused on the persistently 
poor math achievement of Latinx youth in his district. He first attributed that problem to 
students, then to certain teachers, and ultimately to the problems’ systemic roots: specific 
ways district professional development did not help teachers improve their core math 
instruction, especially for students eligible for ELL services, and to how the district hired 
teachers without sufficient readiness to grow quickly in doing so. He demonstrated how 
he had shifted his core leadership in practice as the district’s chief academic officer (CAO) 
from an emphasis of promoting specific interventions for students and teachers to rede-
signing the district’s approach to teacher professional development to ensure teachers 
significantly improved their ability to support Latinx youth and other historically margin-
alized students across the curriculum.

Another indicator of improvement was our on-time and overall completion rate, 
which we viewed as related to Inquiry because candidates’ Inquiry projects tended to 
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be the main outstanding work that interfered with time to degree completion. In the 
first three cohorts, 56.5%, 72%, and 44% of candidates, respectively, did not complete 
their Inquiry work or graduate on time. In Cohorts 5 and 6, 100% realized on-time 
completion (Honig & Walsh, 2019).

Using Theory to Improve Practice

We attribute these improvements, in part, to our use of ideas from socio-cultural learn-
ing theory to strengthen our pedagogical approach in Inquiry. The data above were 
contemporaneous with those improvements, suggesting an association between the 
two. SCLT is also robust—having been substantiated with empirical research across 
varied settings and over decades, often in the context of professionals learning com-
plex ways of working, which further supported the connection between our use of 
SCLT and improved results.

Overall, SCLT helped us understand that although we intended to help candidates 
grow in their systems-focused equity leadership, our pedagogical approach did not 
sufficiently support that outcome but rather emphasized candidates learning how to 
take a cycle-of-inquiry approach to an action research project that they largely added 
on to their ongoing work. We saw improvements in candidates’ engagement in sys-
tems-focused equity leadership as a core part of their actual practice on the job when 
we shifted our approach to job-embedded learning that specifically supported that 
leadership as candidates’ core daily practice. Table 2 presents the main pedagogical 
shifts, which we elaborate in the following subsections.

From Cycle-of-Inquiry Research to Systems-Focused Equity Leadership 
as the Target Practice

First, we clarified the specific practices involved in systems-focused equity leader-
ship and reinforced those practices as the main learning targets in Inquiry through 
the grading rubric, cycle-of-inquiry tool, and other strategies. SCLT emphasizes that 
professionals learn on the job all the time but learning toward specific targets 
requires clear images of the target practices that learners can see and understand are 

Table 2. Main Pedagogical Skills.

Learning dimensions

From: Action research project 
with the cycle-of-inquiry as the 

main research design

To: Job-embedded learning to 
strengthen systems-focused equity 

leadership

Target practice Cycle-of-inquiry Systems-focused equity leadership
Main learning setting Classroom-based learning 

applied in practice
Candidates’ core work in real time

Faculty & cohort 
support

Advising on action research 
project

Approximate apprenticeships and 
communities of practice
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of value to their organization. These images provide models that learners can copy, 
even when their understanding of those models is limited, and thereby develop their 
understanding of what the models entail and why to engage in them (Collins et al., 
2003). When learners understand particular practices are of collective value, they 
experience more motivation to persist with their learning than if they view their 
learning as an individual pursuit or compliance matter (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Tharp 
& Gallimore, 1991).

Tools, like cycle-of-inquiry frameworks and grading rubrics, can be important car-
riers of those images (Brown et al., 1989; Honig & Ikemoto, 2008). Conceptual tools 
lead with ideas, like “start with a problem of practice,” to prompt learners to shift how 
they think about their work in ways important to also changing their behavior. Practical 
tools ask learners to take action as a main strategy for also deepening how learners 
understand new practices.

These ideas about target practices and tools helped us see that while we intended 
candidates to demonstrate systems-focused equity leadership, our tools and strategies 
actually primarily reinforced the value of cycle-of-inquiry tasks instead. For example, 
initial grading standards emphasized candidates starting with problems of practice 
before jumping to solutions and using data to pinpoint problems. Candidates then 
engaged in those tasks in their settings as part of projects to improve results for histori-
cally marginalized students. However, the framework, grading rubric, readings, or ses-
sion content did not identify the specific practices of systems-focused equity leadership 
let alone reinforce candidates’ engagement in those practices.

To center systems-focused equity leadership, we first identified the practices such 
leadership entailed and made them integral parts of our cycle-of-inquiry framework 
and basis for grading. We turned to critical race theory (CRT) for guidance because it 
elaborates particular practices consistent with a systems approach to equity leadership 
(see Table 3).

First, systems-focused equity leadership involves identifying and tackling inequi-
ties at their systemic roots. CRT emphasizes that inequities based on race or other 
forms of historical discrimination may be minimized by efforts to shift individuals’ 
beliefs and behaviors—the kind of intervention or discrete project work typical of our 
candidates’ cycles of inquiry in the first cohorts. However, spreading and sustaining 
those shifts require fundamental changes in how schools and other systems operate 
(Bell, 1995; Freeman, 1995).

Second, systems-focused equity leaders continuously seek to understand how their 
own leadership has contributed to the current state and can be marshaled as a main 

Table 3. Selected Core Systems-Focused Equity Leadership Practices.

Practices

Identify and tackle inequities at their systemic roots
Recognize and address own leadership as part of the system perpetuating inequities
Take a race-explicit and strengths-based approach
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lever of change. In this view, white leaders and leaders of color alike working to 
change the status quo are still agents of the systems in which they work and sometimes 
secure legitimacy and credibility by following long-standing norms and practices that 
can frustrate educational equity (Anyon, 1997; Briscoe & Khalifa, 2015). Leaders 
must continuously interrupt such tendencies as they lead forward.

Leaders must also take a race-explicit approach to detecting and addressing those 
systemic roots. CRT underscores how “race-neutral” or “colorblind” approaches can 
normalize racism and leaders must daylight distinct race-based patterns in the distribu-
tion of resources and outcomes (Bonilla-Silva, 2006; Wright et al., 2020). In the pro-
cess, leaders must ensure that their race-explicitness does not inadvertently reinforce 
deficit-focused views of historically marginalized communities as when the simple 
disaggregation of data by race can reinforce negative associations with particular 
racial groups (Pollock, 2009; Toldson, 2019). Doing so often requires leaders to move 
beyond data typically available in district data systems and elevate student and com-
munity voice, revealing assets and aspirations of individuals behind the numbers that 
have often gone unrecognized in public school systems (Tuck, 2009).

Our CRT cycle-of-inquiry framework reinforces those core practices as the main 
leadership targets. As shown in Figure 1, candidates must focus on a small but mean-
ingful group of students whose experience demonstrates how the broader school sys-
tem—including their own leadership—perpetuates educational inequities and do so in 
race-explicit and strengths-based terms. Candidates’ theories of action and actual 
actions must address those systemic roots.

For example, a curriculum developer in another district was concerned that a sig-
nificant number of 12th-grade students had received services for English language 
learners for over 5 years. The Inquiry tools and sessions prompted her to explore how 
those students actually varied significantly within that group. Using data within and 
beyond the district data system, she identified nine of those students who spent the 
most years receiving ELL services with the least progress—not to the exclusion of the 
others but because focusing on nine helped her see the individual students behind the 
numbers and variations in their experiences important to systems improvement. She 
started with the deficit-based claim that the nine students were not reading at grade 
level in the 12th grade. After deeper exploration of the students’ actual experiences, 
she made personalized strengths-based claims such as “Three students demonstrate 
high reading comprehension in out-of-school settings which they routinely help fam-
ily members navigate” and “Six of those students were reading near grade level in the 
fourth grade and have gradually fallen behind grade-level targets in reading.” She then 
pursued courses of action that addressed parts of the system just after fourth grade that 
got those students off course.

As another example, had the CAO introduced above used our earlier cycle-of-
inquiry framework, he might have pursued an intervention for Latinx students in 
mathematics. The revised framework prompted him first to see the current state for 
those students as a lagging indicator of how the district’s system of professional devel-
opment reinforced pulling those students out of core instructional activities to receive 
language services in ways that led some of those students to fall behind. As the CAO, 
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he was a main agent of that system, supporting his staff in using professional develop-
ment strategies that did not help teachers address how they were underserving certain 
Latinx students in math. He then focused his theory of action on demonstrable shifts 
in his own leadership to redesign teacher professional development from a race-
explicit, strengths-based stance.

From Classroom- to Work-Based Learning

SCLT also prompted us to center candidates’ core work on the job as the main setting 
for learning. Doing so meant recognizing the difference between applying ideas in 
practice and actually learning in and as practice. SCLT emphasizes this distinction—
that learners do not integrate new ideas into their professional practice mainly by 
experiencing those ideas outside the settings where they would use them and then 
using the ideas in those settings. Then, learners tend to develop superficial understand-
ings of the new ideas and still require substantial engagement with them in real set-
tings for such integration. Instead, learners deepen their engagement in particular 
professional practices by making those practices a core part of their work and iden-
tity—their fundamental conception of who they are as professionals—as they work 
alongside others in real settings over time (Brown et al., 1989; Collins et al., 2003; 
Lave & Wenger, 1991).

Figure 1. A CRT Cycle-of-Inquiry Approach.
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Furthermore, in real-world situations, learners have access to knowledge resources 
such as the experience of colleagues, which is impossible to capture in research arti-
cles, simulations, and other classroom-based materials but essential to enacting new 
practices in those settings; learners must be in those settings to deepen their ability to 
use those ideas (Brown et al., 1989). The mismatch between classroom and real-world 
knowledge resources is especially acute when the classrooms are located in histori-
cally white institutions, like some Research-1 universities, that typically privilege 
knowledge different from that required to work effectively in and for communities of 
color (Gutiérrez, 2008; Gutiérrez & Rogoff, 2003; Lee, 2008).

Our previous approach had centered the university classroom as the main learning 
setting. During the first 2 years of the program, Inquiry sessions engaged candidates 
with texts on topics such as action research methods and aspects of the cycle-of-
inquiry including identifying and framing problems. Strand assignments largely 
involved reading those texts with some discrete applications in practice. For example, 
one assignment had candidates use particular strategies to analyze data in their setting 
and identify specific problems of practice suggested by the data. In the third year, 
candidates were to bring their various skills together to conduct a full cycle-of-inquiry 
in their settings—their first opportunity to practice a whole cycle as a method for 
action research. Candidates worked with faculty advisors to develop a project proposal 
that identified the problem of practice, theory of action, and assessment plan. Upon 
passing their proposal review, candidates executed and documented the projects which 
they “defended” in a dissertation-like exam.

SCLT prompted us to move the main center of learning from the classroom to can-
didates’ own core work on the job in real time and over time. First, we eliminated the 
culminating cycle-of-inquiry project and other assignments that involved significant 
preparation outside candidates’ regular workday. Now, at the outset of the program, 
candidates identify an aspect of their core work in practice that they see as important 
to educational equity in their settings and lead that work forward from a CRT cycle-of-
inquiry approach in real time throughout the first 2 years.

We now start the Inquiry strand with case studies and other opportunities for candi-
dates to envision what systems-focused equity leadership entails, how engaging in a 
CRT cycle-of-inquiry process can support development of that leadership, and clear 
differences between that leadership and learning and what’s typical in their settings. In 
the process, candidates start to see that their professional identity has focused on ways 
of working different from systems-focused equity leadership and to deepen the collec-
tive value of those leadership practices as noted above.

The rest of the curriculum proceeds as a series of shifts candidates must make on 
the job in their actual practice in between our monthly weekend sessions with those 
sessions as retreat-like touch points that aim to deepen candidates’ conceptual under-
standing of ideas and practical understanding of their own progress on the job. In the 
fall, candidates should be working in their settings from a race-explicit, strengths-
based stance to identify and elaborate the current states for students, teachers, and 
leaders on which they will focus; readings and session discussions reinforce that 
emphasis. In December, if they have not already done so, candidates should be 
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building out theories of action while they continue to understand the current state. 
Throughout, since candidates are in their main on-the-job learning setting far more 
often than they are in session with faculty, we position candidates themselves as the 
main designers of their on-the-job learning. For instance, candidates set their own 
annual and monthly growth targets and plan out how they will shift their own leader-
ship in real time toward systems-focused equity leadership.

As an illustration, the CAO we introduced above was already responsible for 
improved student learning across subjects including mathematics and programs for 
students eligible for ELL services. At the start of Inquiry, he made the latter a more 
central part of his daily work, reassigning some other work responsibilities and focus-
ing more of his regular work week on matters related to mathematics and ELL-eligible 
students. He set annual and monthly milestones to help him act on his theory of action 
within the first year of the program.

Other candidates find that the situated nature of learning across a 2-year timeline 
helps them even more fundamentally expand their thinking about what is worth work-
ing on as systems-focused equity leaders. For example, one school principal started 
Inquiry focusing on creating powerful teacher learning communities at her school. As 
she moved forward, she deepened her understanding of how what was happening in 
her school was a symptom of how the district’s Human Resources department selected 
and placed teacher candidates and the districts’ approach to teacher professional devel-
opment—neither of which fostered teacher collaboration. She then expanded her core 
work as a school principal to include helping central office leaders deepening their 
own understanding of these issues and how to move forward.

In addition, each month, candidates share and receive feedback on authentic work 
products such as materials from actual meetings they conducted in practice. At first, 
instructors provide fairly detailed prompts for what to share to reinforce the impor-
tance of submitting materials they already created or used in practice. Then, as elabo-
rated below, in tandem with their monthly milestones, candidates choose authentic 
work products to bring forward for faculty and cohort feedback. Since reflection on 
their own leadership practice is an essential part of systems-focused equity leadership, 
candidates include these reflections with their monthly submissions. Candidates must 
complete reflections not as a side project during evenings or weekends but during their 
regular workday. Candidates then compile their authentic work products, including 
their reflections, into a portfolio that they submit each year as evidence of their sys-
tems-focused equity leadership growth.

Candidates also lead an annual public demonstration of their leadership. With this 
requirement, we aim to further reinforce the centrality of work-based learning, even 
when candidates are on campus by having candidates lead an authentic activity that is 
part of their ongoing work in ways that make their leadership practice visible for 
feedback.

For example, leading up to the first public demonstration day, a principal supervisor 
had been working with her Chief Academic Officer, central office assessment director, 
and a school principal to develop new strategies for helping school principals grow as 
instructional leaders. For the demonstration, the candidate and her district team worked 
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together in real time on campus to take authentic next steps in that work, with other 
candidates, program alumni, and other guests observing. After the observation period, 
the team and guests worked together to reflect on the team’s progress and advance 
their work in real time.

As that example suggests, we center candidates’ workplace as their main learning 
setting by requiring that they collaborate with co-workers as they carry out their 
Inquiry work. This emphasis on a workplace-based learning team differs from some 
other approaches where candidates themselves form teams and jointly conduct a col-
laborative inquiry project in a particular setting. Instead, our candidates each develop 
authentic teams in their workplaces that include others essential to the success of their 
systems-focused equity leadership. This distinction is important since truly addressing 
the systemic roots of educational inequities takes the aligned work of leaders across 
educational systems who also come to see that work as their core practice.

For example, a school principal began by investigating the current state and identi-
fied his own instructional leadership practice and that of other secondary school prin-
cipals as key points of leverage for strengthening instruction for certain Black boys. 
He then convened those other principals as his core team and eventually expanded the 
team to include central office staff important to their success.

From Advising on Action Research to Assistance Relationships and 
Communities of Practice

SCLT also elaborates that learning happens on the job all the time, but assistance rela-
tionships and communities of practice help focus that learning on particular target 
practices. First, assistance relationships involve

situated modeling, coaching, and fading . . . whereby . . . coaches promote learning first 
by making explicit their tacit knowledge or by modeling their strategies for students in 
authentic activity. Then, teachers and colleagues support students’ attempts at doing the 
task. And finally they empower the students to continue independently. (Brown et al., 
1989, p. 39)

Such models help learners to access images of the entire target practice at the outset 
and throughout their learning. Routine access to the whole helps learners see them-
selves as on a trajectory toward that full practice, especially compared with learning 
through discrete procedures that do not appear connected to a broader purpose of value 
to the community (Jordan, 1989; Rogoff et al., 2003). Models also help learners create 
their own mental images of the new professional practice—on which they can draw as 
guides even when the mentors are not present.

Learners do not simply observe models and wait to participate. Instead, from the 
outset, even novices assume “legitimate roles in the ongoing activities of a community 
. . . gradually moving to fuller participation” (Hewitt & Scardamalia, 1998, p. 77; Lave 
& Wenger, 1991). Mentors also reinforce “intent participation”—learners’ understand-
ing that even when “listening in” they are not just seeing someone else’s practice, but 
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the practice in which they too participate in the present and progressively deeper over 
time (Rogoff et al., 2003).

A particular kind of ongoing dialog—sometimes called “narration” (J. E. Orr, 
1986), trading stories (Jordan, 1989), or creating coherent accounts (Brown & Duguid, 
1991)—is also fundamental to assistance relationships. Such dialog involves learners 
generating theories or hypotheses about the nature of the current state and possible 
ways forward. Tools like frameworks and texts may inform the theories, but, espe-
cially in cases where systems are not working in service of particular goals like educa-
tional equity, the knowledge and experience of participants and cues in the setting are 
essential (e.g., Brown et al., 1989). Thus, narration is a fundamentally situated, social 
activity. And as learners engage in such dialog over time with others, they develop 
their own identities and contribute to the development of others in the practice com-
munity (Brown & Duguid, 1991).

We call our approach to acting on these ideas “approximate apprenticeships” 
because we are not in practice with candidates with opportunities to mentor them in 
real time. Nor do candidates typically have access to others in their settings who can 
model systems-focused equity leadership at a high level. Instead, faculty model with 
case studies and detailed examples of what such leadership involves in various settings 
and have program alumni share their ongoing systems-focused equity leadership. We 
also regularly model our thinking about why to engage in those practices with positive 
examples as well as common negative examples to actively avoid.

Probably most importantly, we engage in regular narration with candidates about 
their leadership practice. Each month, faculty provide detailed written comments on 
the leadership evidence candidates submit, comparing the evidence to the target prac-
tices and prompting the candidates to consider for themselves the relationship between 
the two. Candidates then reflect on how their next submission takes the earlier com-
ments into account, to which we respond in an ongoing dialog. In addition, we engage 
candidates in monthly video or phone conferences. Each conference starts with candi-
dates’ reflections on the written feedback and then proceeds to a discussion of candi-
dates’ leadership in relation to the target practice and next steps.

And as we have noted throughout, we use in-class sessions to create a community 
of practice in support of candidates’ learning. Session content amplifies the common 
leadership practices in which all candidates should be engaged, even though their core 
work and settings vary. Candidates routinely consult with each other using the grading 
rubric and protocols that support narration as described above—to help each other 
understand evidence of their leadership and discuss next steps.

Opportunities, Challenges, and Ways Forward

Specific developments in the field, resources, and strategic decisions helped us move 
in the directions above and make other aligned shifts. First, the faculty team’s bold 
decision to eliminate the culminating action research project freed us up to explore 
how to make candidates’ actual leadership practice the core of the Inquiry strand and 
the program overall. Without that constraint, we were able to bring a new imagination 
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to identifying the kind of leadership we wanted to see as our candidates’ core practice, 
how to help them shift their practice in real time during the program, and how to help 
them develop habits of ongoing learning that they would carry forward into their lead-
ership beyond the program.

Research in the field and having tenure-line faculty on the program team served as 
major resources supporting these shifts. For example, as we were clarifying the sys-
tems-focused equity leadership practices, leaders in the field were advancing CRT in 
ways we could apply readily to leadership settings and one of the primary authors of 
the new equity-infused national leadership standards joined the faculty team (e.g., 
Galloway & Ishimaru, 2015). The team included others well versed in SCLT and other 
theories of learning from their scholarship and other teaching (Honig, 2008; Knapp 
et al., 2014). Research assistants and our full-time program manager conducted exten-
sive research on practice-oriented forms of assessment, such as portfolio assessments, 
and analyzed student work and various program data.

Program structures and routines help us tap each other’s expertise in ways that have 
been important to the changes we describe above. Among them, at twice monthly fac-
ulty meetings and occasional retreats, we reviewed research to deepen our collective 
understanding of our programs’ target leadership practices and how support them in our 
candidates. We used these meetings to review the Inquiry syllabus alongside the others 
to consider how the program strands could support each other. As a result, we could 
focus Inquiry on specific core practices and rely on other strands to build candidates’ 
leadership in other ways important to candidates’ learning in Inquiry. For instance, 
when candidates must pinpoint the current state for students, they draw on ideas from 
the Instructional Leadership strand on the importance of working with “cases of one,” 
rather than mainly large data sets to understand systemic inequities. The program’s 
professional growth planning process helps candidates engage in using evidence to 
reflect on their growth in ways important to their leadership in Inquiry. And as we rolled 
out the new approaches, we discussed our progress together as part of our regular 
monthly meetings dedicated to examining student feedback on our teaching.

The extensive narration involved in Inquiry requires significant faculty time for in-
person sessions, written feedback, and video conferencing each month. We have been 
able to account for that time in faculty’s overall course loads and, when possible, hav-
ing two instructors available to engage with candidates consistently each month.

And even with a 3-year program, engaging in systems-focused equity leadership is 
extremely demanding. Unless candidates enter the program with prior experiences 
with that leadership, they unproductively struggle to take full enough advantage of the 
Inquiry strand. We therefore select candidates in part for their prior systems-focused 
equity work as school principal has already been leading beyond their school building 
to effect broader change in their district or when a central office staff person demon-
strates fairly deep understanding that leading meaningful systems change takes more 
than their being in a position of hierarchical authority.

We also face ongoing challenges as we advance our job-embedded approach. These 
challenges are not barriers but conditions that make our teaching in Inquiry fundamen-
tally difficult. In particular, the approximate apprenticeships continue to remain just 
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that—a lesser substitute for candidates having mentors and communities of practice on 
the job that engage candidates with models and narration throughout their work day. 
On the job, candidates may also face models and institutional pressures that work 
against their systems-focused equity leadership.

Since we are not with candidates in their practice settings, candidates must figure 
out how to make their leadership visible as the basis for feedback and other forms of 
narration. The evidence they share is inevitably a representation of their leadership, 
not their actual leadership in real time. These challenges are compounded by the fact 
that leadership unfolds over time and sometimes is difficult to understand out of con-
text. SCLT suggests that novices face particular challenges in accurately representing 
their practice, often inflating their self-assessments, in part due to their nascent under-
standing of what the target practices truly entail.

Based on our progress and ongoing challenges, we have developed questions to 
help guide improvements in our job-embedded active learning approach moving for-
ward. Faculty of other university-based leadership programs might find these ques-
tions useful to consider in their own efforts to design such experiences and engage 
their candidates in job-embedded learning.

For one, how can we continue to ensure we are using pedagogical strategies actu-
ally likely to improve candidates’ leadership practice? As our experience shows, appli-
cations of classroom-based learning in practice and some cycle-of-inquiry processes 
may help candidates conduct practice-relevant projects on the job but not necessarily 
grow in their leadership. Leaders of other programs may also find SCLT a useful guide 
in this regard. We continue to explore SCLT ourselves as well as other theories of 
learning in practice such as cultural historical activity theory that elaborates leadership 
for systems redesign. In the process, we and other program leaders must continue to 
attend to how these theories require university faculty to flip traditional university 
scripts from classroom-based learning applied in practice to practice settings as the 
main learning setting which classroom activities as a foundational support. We must 
ensure that we have the institutional support as well as program structures and routines 
to do so.

As we move ahead with such shifts, how can we do so in progressively more pow-
erful ways that help candidates turn the tide in some of their work settings that pushes 
against their systems-focused equity leadership? More powerful ways include those 
that address the lack of models candidates encounter in practice, possibly by improv-
ing networks across cohorts so program graduates more routinely mentor current can-
didates. We have also enhanced our recruitment efforts within districts to try to attract 
multiple candidates from the same setting who can learn together on the job.

Ultimately, how can we continue to sharpen our focus on leadership practices that 
are especially likely to matter in real time and over time to addressing systemic roots 
of educational inequities? We have found developments in CRT especially helpful in 
this regard. Moving forward, how can we continue to tap knowledge in the field—and 
also contribute to that knowledge—in ways that make our next cohort’s systems-
focused equity leadership even more powerful?
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Note

1. We base these distinctions on the extent to which student work samples included terms 
such as equity or racial equity and reflect candidates’ explicit focus on the experiences of 
students in historically marginalized groups. We also considered whether their theory of 
action addressed systemic roots of inequities rather than discrete interventions for students 
(see also Honig & Walsh, 2019).
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Abstract
This article investigates how the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC) redesigned 
its three-course instructional leadership strand to operate as a continuous three-
semester learning experience that sequenced and emphasized an active learning 
pedagogy. This accounting elaborates the design and use of this pedagogy to support 
aspirant leaders in progressing through a continuum of knowers, assessors, and 
demonstrators of instructional leadership practice. Finally, we discuss the tensions 
that emerged from this approach to instructional leadership learning.
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Introduction

There is little debate regarding the centrality of school leaders’ impacts on the instruc-
tional quality of a school (Neumerski, 2013; Rigby, 2014; Robinson et al., 2008) and 
school leaders’ role in moving schools toward more equitable and just ends (Ishimaru 
& Galloway, 2014; Khalifa et al., 2016). Existing scholarship demonstrates promising 
practices in supporting the instructional leadership capacity of aspirant leaders 
(O’Doherty & Ovando, 2013) and developing the social justice identities of aspirant 
leaders (O’Malley & Capper, 2015; Rodríguez et al., 2010; Young & Laible, 2000). 
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Yet, less is known about how principal preparation programs are able to support aspi-
rant leaders in developing as equity-minded instructional leaders (Young, 2015). The 
reality of this gap in research led the Urban Education Leadership Program at the 
University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC EdD program) to engage in program improve-
ment work around our three-course instructional leadership sequence. Specifically, 
this research demonstrates the centrality of an active learning pedagogy in improve-
ment work.

The three tenure-track faculty responsible for teaching the courses (authors and Dr. 
David Maryowetz) were tasked with improving the three-course instructional leader-
ship sequence with an emphasis on improving the strand from an equity perspective as 
well as from an active learning perspective.1 The redesign included engaging existing 
scholarship on adult learning theory and principal preparation, assessing the various 
iterations of instructional leadership courses at UIC, and developing a new course 
sequence that aligned with standards (Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium 
[ISLLC], Professional Standards for Educational Leaders [PESL], Illinois State 
Standards, and Chicago Public Schools [CPS] Principal Competencies), met the needs 
of CPS leaders and students, and aligned with UIC EdD program goals.

Through the process of redesign and improvement, we2 identified three design prin-
ciples that drove our work and resulted in the current instantiation of instructional 
leadership learning at UIC. These included the following: (a) a reliance on active 
learning pedagogy that would connect in-class learning with authentic, field- and prac-
tice-based experiences; (b) the centrality of equity and justice in instructional leader-
ship; and (c) that the three courses would actually operate as one course that spanned 
three academic semesters. Throughout the duration of this article, we describe and 
analyze how these design principles shaped courses and offer insights into how a simi-
lar process can support leadership preparation improvement in other programs. Prior 
to this, we briefly review the existing literature related to leadership preparation and 
active learning pedagogy and provide some contextual information about the EdD 
program in Urban Education Leadership at UIC.

Leader Preparation

Existing scholarship on leader preparation can loosely be divided into two categories: 
first, research advancing understandings of how to prepare aspirant leaders to engage 
in equity-oriented leadership (i.e., social justice, antiracist leadership, or transforma-
tive leadership); and second, scholarship that investigates supporting instructional 
leadership or other more traditional leadership paradigms. We brought these two bod-
ies of literature together to understand what it might look like to prepare future leaders 
to engage in socially just instructional leadership. Equity and social justice leadership 
preparation literature focuses on developing aspirant leaders’ ability to critically reflect 
and recognize individual, institutional, and societal acts of oppression (see, Brown, 
2006; Capper et al., 2006; Gooden & O’Doherty, 2015; Young & Laible, 2000). 
Broadly, this literature demonstrates the need for aspirant leaders to engage in personal 
reflections on their social identities through tools such as racial autobiographies 
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(Gooden & O’Doherty, 2015), learning about critical social theory in relation to school 
leadership (Brown, 2009), and developing aspirant leaders’ critical consciousness 
across social differences (Capper et al., 2006; Marshall & Hernandez, 2013; O’Malley 
& Capper, 2015). Although little is known about what pedagogical approaches best 
support growth in these areas, action-based research related to school inequities, criti-
cal reflection, and critical discourse seems to demonstrate promise (Byrne-Jiménez 
et al., 2016).

Instructional leadership preparation literature focuses more directly on imparting 
knowledge and skills of clinical tasks associated with instructional improvement (see 
Cosner et al., 2016). There are greater understandings of how to structure aspirant 
leader experiences related to instructional leadership when compared with social jus-
tice practice. In their review of learning in leadership preparation programs, Byrne-
Jiménez and colleagues (2016) identified problem-based learning, field-based projects, 
case studies, and reflective dialogue as key features of impactful adult learning spaces. 
More specifically, Byrne-Jiménez et al. highlighted the importance of pedagogical 
approaches that support aspirant principals in shifting from passive recipients to active 
participants in their learning (Taylor et al., 2009).

Once we understood that for UIC’s program to meet individuals’ needs to prepare 
to lead instruction in CPS—a district supporting predominately learners of color—we 
recognized that we needed to find a way to bring these two bodies of leadership prepa-
ration scholarship together. In doing this, we were not looking to engage leaders in an 
either/or approach to learning about instructional and social justice leadership. Instead, 
we were looking for ways to bring these scholarly bodies together in a synergistic, 
application-based way that we conceptualized as equity-centered instructional leader-
ship. As a result, we drew on understandings of active learning pedagogy and its abili-
ties to support adult learners in bridging the gap between theoretical (in-class) learning 
and clinical learning.

Active Learning Pedagogy

In thinking about how to merge instructional leadership and socially just leadership 
practice, it became clear that we needed to center a pedagogical approach in our rede-
sign work that was intentional about developing practice as opposed to just knowledge. 
Our understandings of practice stemmed from research related to distributed leadership 
(Spillane et al., 2004) that conceptualizes leadership practice as the interaction between 
a leader, followers, and the situation in which the leadership is occurring. In addition, 
our understandings of practice were rooted in social practice theory and communities of 
practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991), where learning takes place through the interaction of 
the domain of the practice, a community of individuals engaged in the shared activity, 
and the actual practice. In both distributed leadership and communities of practice, 
social interaction and the place in which the targeted practice occurs are central. 
Although communities of practice is a learning theory and distributed leadership is a 
conceptualization of leadership, both offer this similarity and pointed us toward requi-
site dimensions of pedagogical approach and desired learning environment.
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Active learning pedagogy emerged as the approach that could bring our commit-
ments to integrating socially just leadership with instructional leadership for the local-
ized CPS community. Importantly, we centered our active learning pedagogy on 
communal leadership practices, as opposed to learning how to engage and lead indi-
vidually or theoretically. We anchored our active learning approach in the use of 
course-embedded work tasks that required aspirants to take up streams of authentic 
leadership situated in their actual residency settings.

Research demonstrates the power of such active learning designs in supporting 
educational leader learning and development (Byrne-Jiménez et al., 2016; Cosner 
et al., 2018). For example, Cosner and colleagues (2018) found that active learning 
approaches created several key learning affordances for leadership practice develop-
ment. Because these designs force leaders to connect with their real-world contexts 
and situations, they are able to grapple with the kinds of material and social resources 
that are elemental to the practice being developed.

Finally, an active learning pedagogy supported our commitments to the social 
dimension of learning and taking up a new practice. Important in social practice theory 
is the understanding that practices are locally defined through the interactions of mem-
bers of a community (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Our desire to integrate socially just and 
instructional leadership into a new practice that was relevant to the CPS context required 
that it became a locally defined practice, which required us to create space for defining 
the practice. Active learning pedagogy provided us that mechanism because it requires 
learners to bring their course learning into conversation with their school needs and 
reflect on that process with their classmates (Byrne-Jiménez et al., 2016; Mezirow, 
2000). In other words, an active learning pedagogy supported us in nurturing a learning 
environment where aspirant leaders were connecting course learning and what has been 
happening in their school through social interactions with their peers. In the sections 
below, we outline how we implemented an active learning pedagogy to support aspirant 
leaders in taking up a practice of being equity-centered instructional leaders.

Design

Setting

The Educational Doctorate at UIC in Urban Education Leadership is a pathway for 
students interested in licensure as a principal. It is a cohort model that typically takes 
students approximately 4 years to finish and admits approximately 15 students per 
year with the majority coming from CPS. One of the primary hallmarks of the UIC 
program is a clinically embedded leadership coaching model. As a result, aspirant 
leaders spend the first 18 months of the program (spring, summer, fall, and spring 
semesters) immersed in deep classroom learning, and after the first 6 months of 
coursework also transition into a 12-month paid principal residency, where they are 
partnered with a mentor principal and UIC leadership coach,3 who are both tasked 
with providing developmental supports throughout the residency experience. At the 
end of this 18-month experience, aspirants are licensed by the state as principals and 
must complete and pass a CPS eligibility process to be permitted to interview for CPS 
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principal positions. This 18-month period is followed by 2 to 3 years of additional 
early career development that involves both coursework and leadership coaching as 
students work toward earning their doctorate degree.

A second hallmark of the UIC program is an institutional commitment to three 
learning strands that structure the program. These include (a) instructional leadership 
and improvement, (b) organizational leadership and improvement, and (c) practitioner 
inquiry. Throughout the program, aspirant leaders are constantly engaged in learning 
around these three strands and coaches support students in implementing these learn-
ings during residency and postresidency placements. Table 1 provides an overview of 
how these three strands are addressed throughout the first 18 months of the program 
(pre-residency and residency).

As a result of hiring two new tenure-track faculty with strong equity and instruc-
tional expertise, the development of new professional standards for school leaders, and 
commitments to ongoing programmatic improvement, the EdD program committed to 
redesigning the three-course instructional leadership sequence outlined in Table 1. 
This redesign work was intended to reimagine instructional leadership at UIC in ways 
to better meet the needs of the more than 350,000 students attending CPS, of which 
46% are Latinx, 35% are Black, and 5% are Asian. Moreover, almost 80% are eco-
nomically disadvantaged and 20% are English language learners. The redesign also 
aimed to align with new professional standards and intentionally create opportunities 
for aspirant leaders to connect course learning to their paid residency placements dur-
ing semester-three and semester-four courses. The three tenure-track faculty respon-
sible for teaching each of these courses were charged with the redesign.

The Redesign Process

As a program, we recognized the importance of redesigning the instructional leader-
ship strand, and the three tenure-track faculty members teaching the courses jointly 
engaged in this process. Although this decision of having all three members 

Table 1. Preresidency and Residency Course Sequence.

Semester
Instructional leadership 

courses
Organizational 

leadership courses
Practitioner 

inquiry courses

Semester 1 Introduction to 
instructional 
leadership

Leading urban schools No course in 
sequence

Semester 2 No course in sequence Education law
Human development 

for school leaders

Cycles of inquiry 
for improving 
schools

Semester 3 Leading mathematics 
instruction

Developing 
organizational and 
leadership capacity

Principal residency

Semester 4 Leading literacy 
instruction

Improving educational 
organizations

Principal residency
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collaborate on this work made the process more labor intensive and added time because 
of consensus building, we found it worthwhile because of the value placed on instruc-
tional leadership practice and recognized how this created an opportunity to strengthen 
the overall coherence of the EdD program at UIC. Our process was broken into three 
stages: (a) research related to best practices for an equity-centered instructional leader-
ship course, (b) data collection on previous iterations of instructional leadership 
courses at UIC, and (c) planning our new courses. Throughout this process, Jason, 
Decoteau, and David worked collaboratively and intentionally avoided taking the 
stance of “We’ll each plan our individual courses and compare notes at the end.”

Phase 1. During the research stage of the process, we focused our work in a few dif-
ferent areas. First, we drew on our expertise of instructional leadership, equity-cen-
tered leadership, CPS, and supporting historically marginalized youth to develop an 
understanding of the type of instructional leadership that youth attending CPS 
deserved from their school leaders. Next, we immersed ourselves in the different 
standards that affected our aspirant leaders (ISLLC, PESL, Illinois Standards, and 
CPS Principal Competencies); this work allowed us to ensure that our graduates were 
able to meet the various professional standards. Following our dive into the stan-
dards, we began reading research related to principal preparation and adult learn-
ing—much of which is captured in the above literature review. Developing an 
understanding of this research body enabled us to intentionally merge leadership 
preparation scholarship on equity-focused leadership and instructional leadership. 
Throughout this stage of our redesign, we evaluated the previous iterations of our 
instructional leadership courses with a consideration of best practices for the CPS 
context and goals of the UIC EdD program.

Phase 2. The next stage, data collection on our previous iterations of instructional 
leadership courses, focused on gaining an understanding of how instructional leader-
ship was conceptualized and taught over the previous 4 years at UIC. We entered this 
stage with deep knowledge from our research in Stage 1, but made a misstep by not 
creating a rubric or analytical tool to rely on when looking at previous courses. Instead, 
we developed a large spreadsheet that we populated with data from the previous four 
iterations of each course. This included (a) stated goals of the course, (b) course topics, 
(c) course readings, and (d) course assignments.

After completing the spreadsheet, we horizontally analyzed across the different 
iterations of each instructional leadership course and then vertically analyzed the 
experience of previous cohorts of students by looking at the entire sequence that each 
of our previous four cohorts experienced. The horizontal analysis allowed us to under-
stand how the different courses (introduction to instructional leadership, leading math-
ematics instruction, and leading literacy instruction) operated as individual courses 
over the course of 4 years. The vertical analysis allowed us to gain an understanding 
of what our different cohorts were learning about instructional leadership by identify-
ing gaps or overlap in content. As noted above, we did not enter this process with a 
defined analysis procedure, but a number of things jumped out at us very quickly.
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First, there was a lack of consistency in how courses were taught over the previous 
4 years, which was directly connected to a lack of consistency with who was teaching 
the courses. The one exception was that David had taught leading mathematics instruc-
tion over all 4 years, which resulted in consistency within this course. Second, there 
was no consistent conceptualization of instructional leadership across the three 
courses, which meant that students within a single cohort were expected to learn dif-
ferent logics of instructional leadership (Rigby, 2014). Finally, course assignments 
were disjointed and relied heavily on reflection and synthesizing course readings. All 
of this came together to create a condition where aspirant leaders enrolled in UIC were 
not experiencing learning opportunities that nurtured their ability to develop as practi-
tioners of instructional leadership because they were likely experiencing whiplash 
throughout the three-course sequence.

Phase 3. Our final stage of the process was the actual planning of each of our three 
courses. Based on time constrictions and wanting to keep all three of us working 
jointly, we opted to plan each course in successive order with the instructor of record 
taking the lead in the process. This process began in November 2017 with Decoteau’s 
introduction to instructional leadership course, which was scheduled to begin in Janu-
ary 2018. Before we began planning the individual courses, we identified a few key 
principles we wanted to either embed into each course or have stretch across courses. 
First, we wanted to treat the three-course sequence as a single learning experience that 
stretched across three semesters. And, this needed to be made clear to our students on 
Day 1. This relieved the tensions of topic coverage within a single semester and forced 
us to think intentionally about how the three courses worked together. The tension 
with this choice was that it committed us, as course instructors, to maintaining open 
lines of communication with one another as we taught our courses.

Second, we expressed a commitment to an active learning pedagogical approach 
across the three courses as opposed to within each course. As a result, we determined 
that Decoteau’s introductory course should require less active learning, whereas 
Jason’s course, which was the final course, would require substantial active learning. 
With this developmental trajectory in mind, we created a knowing, assessing, and 
demonstrating continuum of learning tasks and assessments. Initially, aspirant leaders 
would be expected to develop their knowledge of instructional leadership—this is the 
focus of Decoteau’s introductory course. Next, aspirant leaders would be expected to 
develop their ability to assess the quality of instructional leadership in a building—this 
is David’s leading mathematics instruction course. During the assessing phase, aspi-
rant leaders are engaged in active learning because they are assessing what is happen-
ing in their schools. Finally, aspirant leaders would be expected to demonstrate their 
ability to engage in instructional leadership—this is in Jason’s leading literacy instruc-
tion. In this phase, aspirant leaders are fully engaged in active learning and expected 
to implement course learning through the instructional leadership practices during 
their principal residency. Table 2 provides an overview of learning objectives from 
course syllabi that represent knowledge, assessment, and demonstrate expectations. 
Important to note here, aspirant leaders are constantly engaged in all three phases of 
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the continuum, but there is greater emphasis on knowledge early on and greater focus 
on demonstration in the final course.

Once we developed our underlying design principles, we set out on the actual 
course design process that was intended to support aspirant leaders in being equity-
minded instructional leaders through an active learning pedagogy. During this process, 
we drew heavily on our learning from Phases 1 and 2. For example, we relied on 
research around instructional leadership and high-quality instruction to populate our 
syllabi and relied on some readings from previous iterations of our courses to support 
student learning. Throughout this process, we spent substantial time discussing course 
assignments and how assignments would build on one another and support students 
through our developmental process of knower, assessor, demonstrator. Our “Findings” 
section provides greater specificity into the design of the three-course sequence.

Research Design

To develop an understanding of our process of reconceptualizing instructional leader-
ship at UIC, we engaged in a descriptive case study (Stake, 2005). We bounded the 
case to include the process of reconceptualizing the courses and our first time teaching 
each of the three courses. As a result, data collection lasted approximately 18 months 
from fall 2017 to spring 2019. Sources of data included planning meetings held with 
Jason, Decoteau, and David; previous course syllabi; course embedded student work 
and clinically embedded/active learning opportunities from previous courses; faculty 
members’ institutional memory; reflections between three instructors as to how newly 

Table 2. Knowledge, Assessment, and Demonstrate Learning Objectives.

Domain Sample learning objectives

Knowledge •	 Students will understand the ways in which leaders, teacher leaders, 
and teachers provide instructional leadership and influence

•	 Students will understand how to interpret assessment data pertaining 
to reading and writing development at the primary, intermediate/
middle, and high school levels

Assessment •	 Students will diagnose the extent of equitable, culturally responsive, and 
meaningful mathematics instruction

•	 Students will assess the presence of literacy instructional leadership 
that supports culturally relevant literacy instruction across disciplines

Demonstrate •	 Students will be able to assess past achievement histories and develop 
workable action plans for improving literacy instruction within and 
across grade/departmental groups at the primary, intermediate/middle, 
and high school levels

•	 Students will find or develop “look for” tools to assist in their work of 
instructional diagnosis by considering Common Core State Standards 
for math and Standards for Mathematical Practice, cognitive demand, 
discourse patterns, differentiation, funds of community knowledge, and 
challenging spaces of marginality
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implemented courses were progressing; and student work from the first round of 
course implementation.

As this research is primarily descriptive, we did not engage a typical data analysis 
procedure. Instead, this research captures the types of analysis we engaged as we 
worked through a continuous improvement cycle for the redesign (Cosner et al., 2016). 
This analysis was constantly drawing from our theoretical sensitivity of instructional 
leadership, equity-minded leadership, leadership preparation, culturally relevant edu-
cational practices, and the CPS context. In addition, we bolstered our theoretical sen-
sitivity with ongoing engagement in current research in these areas—highlighted in 
our “Findings” section—to ensure we were not just engaged in analyses that aligned 
with our preconceived notions of leader preparation. We captured additional analysis 
and sensemaking related to our process as we prepared for two University Council for 
Educational Administration (UCEA) Network Improvement Cluster (NIC) sessions 
and for a symposium at the 2018 UCEA Conference. Preparing for these presentations 
supported our ongoing reflection and analysis; they also required us to translate what 
we were doing for a broader audience of individuals focused on leader preparation.

Findings

In understanding how we were able to leverage an active learning pedagogy to support 
aspirant leaders in becoming equity-centered instructional leaders, there is a need to 
understand how the major assignments of each of our three courses build upon one 
another and support students in connecting course learning to their leader practice dur-
ing their 1-year residency placement. This learning progression is intended to support 
aspirant leaders in being able to enact practices of equity-centered instructional leader-
ship by developing their knowledge of, ability to assess, and ability to demonstrate the 
following:

	• culturally relevant instructional practices,
	• equity-centered instructional leadership practices,
	• high-quality professional learning opportunities, and
	• equity-minded analyses of student learning opportunities and outcomes.

The sections that follow outline the active learning process and how it spans across 
the three-semester sequence at UIC.

Becoming a Knower

Aspirant leaders spend the majority of our first course developing as knowers of 
equity-minded instructional leadership practice. This requires that they develop their 
knowledge of general instructional leadership practices that span across academic 
content areas, develop their knowledge of culturally relevant instructional practices 
across grade levels and subject areas, and develop their knowledge of diagnosing and 
assessing the presence of culturally relevant instruction. In addition, aspirant leaders 
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are supported in developing their knowledge of the CPS and Chicago context through 
discussions and by reading research that was conducted in Chicago or context similar 
to Chicago. Aspirant leaders demonstrate their knowledge in these areas through a 
series of assignments that require students to write personal statements of meaningful 
instructional quality, student outcomes, and instructional improvement. Upon com-
pleting these assignments and after receiving extensive feedback from Decoteau and 
classmates, students are expected to write their statement of instructional leadership 
that matters, which is their personal theory of the type of instructional leadership that 
youth in CPS deserve. Although this learning does not heavily draw on an active learn-
ing design, this focus builds foundational understandings important to subsequent 
engagement with active learning experiences.

The majority of becoming a knower occurs in Decoteau’s introductory course, but 
aspirant leaders continue to develop as knowers throughout David’s mathematics 
course and Jason’s literacy course. In these two later courses, aspirant leaders are sup-
ported in sharpening their knowledge of instructional leadership, pedagogy, and disci-
plinary-specific content. For example, in Jason’s course, students are required to 
demonstrate their knowledge of current critically oriented definitions of literacy in 
society, definitions of culturally relevant literacy pedagogy, and literacy-specific 
instructional leadership.

Aspirant leaders are positioned to engage in authentic active learning experiences 
that merge coursework and fieldwork for the development of general and content-
specific instructional leadership practices. Furthermore, by first developing aspirant 
leaders’ knowledge base of equity-minded instructional leadership practice, we are 
encouraging conditions where students can engage in reflective critical friend groups 
(CFGs; Curry, 2008) that center on interrogating and reflecting upon one another’s 
active learning leadership work. Intentionally creating opportunities for aspirant lead-
ers to participate with their peers in collective reflection and sensemaking around 
equity-centered instructional leadership has potential for deepening their learning and 
creating a community of practice around the work of instructional leadership.

Becoming an Assessor

Once aspirant leaders have begun their journey of becoming knowers of equity-minded 
instructional leadership practice, we support them in shifting to becoming assessors of 
instructional leadership. This means they are able to enter a school and assess the qual-
ity of instruction and instructional leadership. Aspirant leaders are fully engaged in 
becoming an assessor during David’s leading mathematics instruction course. During 
this course, students complete a semester-long active learning assignment that moti-
vates a substantial stream of authentic leadership work that centers on assessing the 
state and quality of equity-centered mathematics instructional leadership in their resi-
dency settings. To complete their assessment, aspirant leaders need to

	• find tools to assess mathematics instruction, mathematics instructional leader-
ship, and mathematics curricula;
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	• use the tools they find to assess the respective areas of practice;
	• collect and analyze student opportunity and outcome mathematics learning data 

through an equity lens;
	• make assessment-centered claims about the mathematics learning, instruction, 

and leadership at their school; and
	• critique the quality of the tools they found and used.

These focal experiences are intended to support aspirant leaders in developing as 
assessors of instructional leadership in their residency placement. Aspirant leaders are 
provided ongoing support for their active learning work through a detailed rubric pro-
vided by David, ongoing formative feedback from David, and regular CFGs with their 
classmates. Aspirant leaders are pushed to develop as assessors of instructional leader-
ship at every stage of the assignment including critiquing the quality of available tools 
for assessing instruction and curricular leadership. The goal is to support students in 
being able to recognize both the positives and negatives in leadership, instruction, cur-
ricula, and tools so that they are able to create more meaningful resources when they 
begin to demonstrate their individual instructional leadership practices.

Becoming a Demonstrator

The final stage of aspirant leaders’ progression to developing equity-centered instruc-
tional leadership practitioners is an active learning experience that requires the dem-
onstration of instructional leadership in a supportive space. This occurs in Jason’s 
leading literacy instruction course, which is in aspirant leaders’ final semester of resi-
dency. We intentionally opted for the demonstration aspect of our developmental con-
tinuum to occur during the final semester of aspirant leaders’ residency because 
students are fully acclimated to their residency placement and have a well-developed 
relationship with their UIC coach, both of which position aspirant leaders for a suc-
cessful clinically embedded experience. This culminating active learning project 
requires aspirant leaders to put their knowledge and assessment skills developed 
across the three-course sequence into practice as they take up a major stream of 
authentic leadership work. This project is broken into three sections: (a) assessing lit-
eracy instruction, curricula, and student learning opportunities and outcomes; (b) 
assessing literacy leadership; and (c) developing and enacting a plan for improving 
literacy learning and leadership.

When completing their assessment of literacy instruction, curricula, and student 
learning opportunities and outcomes, aspirant leaders go deeper into the process of 
becoming an assessor than they did in previous classes. For example, instead of find-
ing an available tool to assess literacy instruction in their residency placement, aspi-
rant leaders are required to develop their own observational tool with a partner in 
class. This observational tool is required to draw on readings and learnings from across 
all three instructional leadership courses students have taken. Once aspirant leaders 
have created their tool, they are expected to use their tool to observe 10 teachers in 
their school and synthesize across their observations to make three or four claims of 
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literacy instruction in their school. Next, aspirant leaders make connections between 
their claims and the student learning outcome and opportunity data they collected. 
Figure 1 captures a portion of the assignment completed by a student. Throughout this 
process, aspirant leaders are working with CFGs to sharpen their claims and tools.

In Part 2 of the assignment, pairs of aspirant leaders develop a tool to assess literacy 
instructional leadership and then use their tool to collect data on literacy leadership in the 
residency placement. Based on the data they collect with their tool, aspirant leaders then 
are required to make four claims about literacy leadership, which they then connect to 
their previous claims about literacy instruction and student learning opportunities and 
outcomes. This is the most challenging aspect of the assignment for aspiring leaders. 
Through multiple rounds of CFGs and formative feedback from Jason, students are able 
to make specific claims about the relationship of literacy instructional leadership, literacy 
instructional practice, and student learning outcomes and opportunities in their school.

The final aspect of the active learning project is for aspirant leaders to develop and 
begin implementing an improvement plan for literacy leadership, instruction, and 
learning in their school. In this, aspirant leaders are fully immersed in demonstrating 

Figure 1. Sample student claims of literacy instruction and learning. – MOY SY “2020 Middle 
of Year”. NWEA, should stay as NWEA, it is a testing company name, not an acronym.
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their instructional leadership practice. Two big issues emerge in this section of the 
project: One, because this project is due at the end of the semester, aspirant leaders 
have limited time to implement their plan. And, conceptually, aspirant leaders are able 
to develop instructional improvement plans, but struggle with leadership improvement 
plans. This has led us to infuse more learning about shared instructional leadership 
processes and meaningful professional learning design into our program. Figure 2 
provides a portion of a student’s improvement plan.

Discussion

Throughout our design and implementation, a number of tensions emerged. These ten-
sions included time; the knower, assessor, demonstrator progression; and course con-
tent. In the sections below, we unpack the tensions and our decision-making process.

Time

In any university-based credentialing program, time will always be a constraint and 
tension. For us, time became a tension when thinking about active learning and its 

Figure 2. Sample student literacy improvement plan.
Note. ILT = instructional leadership team.
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commitments to course-embedded and clinically enacted work tasks that motivate 
complex and authentic streams of leadership work (Cosner et al., 2018; Gray & 
Bishop, 2009). By scheduling our first instructional leadership course prior to aspirant 
leaders entering their residency, it was difficult to engage in active learning principles 
because our students are overwhelmingly still in teacher positions during this first 
semester. But, we could not cram all three instructional leadership courses into aspi-
rant leaders’ residency year because of the sequential nature of the courses. The ten-
sion of time is further exacerbated by aspirant leaders entering the demonstrator status 
of our learning progression at the end of their residency program. We have worked 
through these time tensions by communicating with UIC leadership coaches and pro-
fessors of future classes regarding our learning goals and assignment structures. In 
addition, Jason openly communicates an expectation that students will continue enact-
ing their improvement plans beyond the end of the UIC academic semester because 
CPS typically ends 6 weeks after UIC.

Knower, Assessor, Demonstrator

As a result of our handling of the time tension, we created a second tension related to 
the knower, assessor, and demonstrator learning progression. In many ways, focusing 
on a progression through these dimensions forced our hand in violating some princi-
ples of an active learning design early in our program. There is limited opportunity for 
students to engage in active learning assignments in our introductory course because 
they are not in leadership positions. In addition, our students get a full active learning 
experience during the demonstrator phase, but this is only related to literacy, so they 
do not participate in a full active learning experience for general or mathematics 
instructional leadership skills. To respond to this tension, we drew on the need for 
leadership preparation to focus on problem-based learning, case studies, and reflective 
dialogue to move from passive recipients to active participants in learning about lead-
ership practice (Byrne-Jiménez et al., 2016; Taylor et al., 2009). As a result, we focus 
on locally defined problems of practice through readings and case studies about CPS 
in class and intentionally use CFGs as a mechanism to structure reflective dialogue.

Course Content

Tensions with time and knower, assessor, demonstrator led to another tension—course 
content. We were constantly navigating the tension of what content to cover, especially 
in light of recognitions across scholarship of the importance of content expertise in 
leading professional learning and assessing instruction (Robinson et al., 2008). This led 
us to debate how much time to spend on what constitutes broad notions of culturally 
relevant or responsive instruction, what constitutes literacy or math in today’s world, 
and what constitutes culturally relevant math or literacy instruction. For example, how 
can someone lead literacy instruction today without a deep understanding of disciplin-
ary literacy and how disciplinary literacy connects to issues of equity? We addressed 
this by dividing our courses into sections that address these tensions. So, Jason spends 
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the beginning of his course defining literacy and literacy instruction from an equity-
centered lens. This helps successfully navigate this specific tension and it helps students 
create their instructional assessment tools. But, it also circles us back to the time tension 
because 5 weeks of a course have been used supporting aspirant leader learning around 
what literacy is and what high-quality equitable literacy instruction looks like; so, we 
have limited time to work on instructional leadership skill development.

Conclusion

Although a number of tensions emerged throughout this process, we are confident that 
our knower, assessor, demonstrator progression supports deepening an active learning 
approach to leader preparation. This is particularly relevant in light of understandings of 
leadership as a social practice that is locally defined (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Spillane 
et al., 2004). The focus on supporting aspirant leaders in becoming knowers of equity-
focused instructional leadership in the CPS context positions them to be informed mem-
bers of a community of practice collectively engaged in an active learning approach. 
Instructional leadership practice creates opportunities for CFGs and other reflective dia-
logues that are connected to both current research and the CPS context. Through bridg-
ing the scholarship and CPS context, aspirant leaders are able to collectively critique and 
reflect on one another’s practice in ways that push learning forward.

Finally, we, and others, need to continue to drive this work forward and assess how 
this type of progression-based active learning approach to instructional leadership 
supports leader practice development once they exit a preparation program. At the 
time of writing this article, our first cohort of EdD students to have experienced this 
improvement work have yet to graduate. Our task ahead will be to collect data to better 
understand the outcomes from this improvement work.
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Notes

1. The program had worked to fill two recent tenure-line positions with individuals with deep 
expertise in issues of equity and racial/social justice. Their hiring, the recognition of the 
overall weakness of this strand, and the willingness of this three-member team to engage in 
this improvement work encouraged the prioritization of the instructional leadership strand 
for program improvement work.
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2. Throughout this article, the phrase “we” is used to refer to Jason Salisbury, Decoteau Irby, 
and David Mayrowetz—the faculty charged with redesigning and teaching instructional 
leadership at University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC).

3. Leadership coaches are employed by UIC, and these individuals are all former principals 
in Chicago. Coaches typically interact with aspiring leaders weekly throughout the entire 
year-long residency.
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Becoming an initial school or district leader requires developing a broad range of new 
knowledge and skills that only partially scaffold on prior learning and work experi-
ences that are typically of aspiring leaders. Not only are leadership knowledge and 
skills new to preparation candidates, they are also broad, complex, and consequential, 
as designed by professional standards (National Policy Board for Educational 
Administration, 2015). Cutting across these standards is the expectation that leaders 
enact their work in ways that promote the academic well-being and success of each 
student (National Policy Board for Educational Administration, 2015). Similarly, the 
field now strongly embraces educational equity and social justice implications of this 
expectation through explicit standards, coursework, assignments, and other develop-
ment efforts (Barakat et al., 2019; Byrne-Jimenez & Orr, 2013; Galloway & Ishimaru, 
2015; McKenzie et al., 2007).

Formal, typically university-based, leadership preparation (that combines course-
work and field work) has been and continues to be the primary vehicle through which 
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aspiring leaders gain sufficient proficiency for initial positions (Hackmann, 2016). 
More recently, leadership preparation has integrated knowledge and skill development 
through greater use of active learning strategies and experiences, whereby candidates 
try out and gain initial proficiency in a reflective, learning environment (Darling-
Hammond, et al., 2010; Robey & Bauer, 2013). Along with the revised leadership 
standards emphasis on leadership ethics and cultural responsiveness (National Policy 
Board for Educational Administration, 2015) are calls for more explicit social justice 
leadership preparation (Farley et al., 2019; Galloway & Ishimaru, 2015). Intentionally 
focused preparation experiences can positively shape leadership identity formation 
and transform perspectives (Browne-Ferrigno, 2003; Matthews & Crow, 2003), and 
develop leadership dispositions (Green et al., 2011) and social justice stances (Barakat 
et al., 2019).

Active learning has broad potential for leadership development, from discrete skills 
to multiple skills for complex problems or challenging situations. It also has the poten-
tial for transformative learning, to shift perspectives, orientation, and identity 
(Mezirow, 2000). Doing so, however, requires attention to the intent, content, and 
structures of such learning experiences. Prior research suggests that active learning 
contributes to effective preparation, positively influencing candidates’ learning and 
beliefs about leadership (Orr & Orphanos, 2013).

This special issue draws attention to the range of approaches for active learning, 
their use in a variety of contexts and modalities, and, for two articles, the develop-
ment and revision process two universities experienced in fostering more powerful 
learning experiences. The intent of these three articles is to shift the focus of learning 
in leadership preparation from knowledge transfer to constructivist learning, perspec-
tive-testing, and theory-practice engagement, both in-class and in authentic field-
based experiences.

The three articles frame active learning by emphasizing the opportunities it affords, 
drawing strongly from three learning theories. First is the use of context to shape 
learning, referencing situated learning theory (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Second, active 
learning experiences are used as a means of developing mental models (Michael & 
Modell, 2003; Senge, 1990), to intentionally guide candidates to grapple with and gain 
new perspectives, frameworks, and identities. Third, active learning, as these three 
articles stress, facilitates learning through reflective practices—providing opportuni-
ties to discuss and reflect on the experiences and results of the experiences (Desimone 
& Garet, 2015; Meyers & Jones, 1993). Taken together, the learning comes from both 
performing work in context and from enabling learning through and as a consequence 
of the action taken, feedback, and reflection.

Unpacking Active Learning

These three articles offer an opportunity to unpack how and in what ways active learn-
ing prepares educational leaders and draws lessons for future use: the action within 
context, reflection, frameworks, the intended learning, and how learning is structured 
and facilitated.
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The Action

The first part of active learning is the performance aspect—the work to be done. In 
these three articles, the authors describe various forms of action in which students can 
and should engage. These are thoughtful, purposeful activities that are aligned to the 
national Professional Standards for Educational Leaders [PSEL] standards and make 
intentional choices about where leader action is most significant—instructional lead-
ership and equity-promoting efforts. These three articles show how active learning 
through complex problem solving can integrate leadership development in multiple 
standards-defined areas.

Related to the action is the context in which the action occurs, in both simulations 
and authentic tasks or projects. Engaging with the context in performing or completing 
the work is part of the action, requiring consideration of specific context attributes, 
evaluating choices and decisions, and reflecting on the consequences. Interactive sim-
ulations and authentic experiences enable possibilities for questioning choices about 
the relationship between leader actions and context, and to question assumptions about 
how situations are framed.

Reflection and Learning

Across these three articles, learning is enabled through structured self-reflection at 
regularly planned intervals, such as monthly or annually; through facilitated peer input 
and feedback; and through structured mentor or instructor formative and summative 
feedback (such as monthly written narrations) and evaluation of the work completed. 
Finally, in one case, learning is facilitated through public demonstration. The use of 
protocols can facilitate individual and collective discussion and reflection, which can 
foster the candidates’ connections and discovery. Similarly, helping candidates create 
an ongoing dialogue or story promotes learning, by generating a theory or hypothesis 
about the nature of situations and the work they are producing, thereby promoting 
sensemaking and learning (J. S. Brown et al., 1989; Short & Rinehart, 1993). The 
more these experiences are structured as “approximate apprenticeships” (Honig & 
Honsa, 2020) for targeted practices, the greater the potential for fostering identity 
formation.

The three articles differ in the centrality of reflection as a driver in the learning 
process. Digital and clinical simulations (Dexter et al., 2020) require instructors to 
design or plan for opportunities for reflection, through instructor or peer feedback, and 
invited candidate reflection upon their experiences. The three-course sequenced active 
learning in the article by Salisbury and Irby (2020) incorporates peer and instructor 
feedback as part of the knowledge and skill development cycles. Finally, the inquiry 
project in the article by Honig and Honsa (2020) builds in opportunities for reflection 
through class-based community of practice structure and monthly written faculty feed-
back and conferencing. In this third approach, interactive dialogue between the faculty 
and each student is evidence-based, requiring discussion centered on the target prac-
tices and the candidate produces.
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Practices and Skills Learned

What learning is expected from active learning experiences ranges widely, from 
simple acquisition of knowledge and skills (as suggested by some of the simulation 
examples), to performing specific leadership functions (such as observations and 
budgeting), and to enacting practice across a stream of work. Active learning can be 
used to provoke and shift mental models, particularly to transforming candidates from 
teachers to leaders or to become more expert leaders as in the instructional leader 
active learning experience. Honig and Honsa (2020) use this experience to support 
“candidates in shifting their leadership practice in real time in authentic practice set-
tings” (pp) to learn and apply systems-focused equity leadership.

Digital and clinical simulations, as Dexter and others (2020) explain, can be 
designed for either discrete skill development or complex problem solving, depending 
on the expected learning. Interactive simulations enable more analysis and decision-
making and the comparison of alternatives. The three-course active learning experi-
ence scales what is learned and the skills and practices to be used, from a foundational 
course about instructional leadership, to the assessment of literacy instruction and cre-
ating and using a plan to improve instruction and leadership. The system-focused 
inquiry learning experience replaced an action research project with centering skill 
and perspective development for inquiry and problem solving within each candidate’s 
actual leadership practice.

Role of Frameworks

These active learning examples show how specific leadership perspectives can be 
developed and practiced, while gaining specific skills in addressing complex tasks. In 
these cases, several key frameworks were most evident, including critical race theory 
(Khalifa et al., 2013), systems theory (Augustine et al., 2009), socio-cultural learning 
theory (K. M. Brown, 2006), and distributed leadership (Spillane, 2006). Candidates 
were challenged to address these perspectives in problem solving, critically grappling 
with them as they engaged in specific practices, including collaborating with others, 
for inquiry and solution generation for instructional or organizational change.

Structure of Learning

The structure of learning refers to the organization of the learning within the class and 
in field-based work. How learning is structured—through required assignments, the 
role of peers, the means of evaluation, and the protocols for engaging in and reflecting 
on the experiences. By design, learning occurs throughout all phases of the experience, 
not simply from the act of doing or performing the assignment or task. Rather, the full 
learning potential through active learning comes from prior preparation, how the expe-
rience is structured, what the faculty model, and how learning is facilitated during, 
through, and following these experiences. For example, in the inquiry and data-focused 
leadership active learning experience (Honig & Honsa, 2020), candidates learn to use 
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inquiry in problem solving through actual performance. The experience takes candi-
dates through cycles of inquiry (using various data, solution designing, and continuous 
assessment), thereby using inquiry as a “guiding framework” in problem solving in 
authentic work experiences. By structuring engagement addressing challenging, com-
plex problems, candidates in this case were encouraged to combine theory on systems 
change for equity, with the steps of data-based inquiry cycles for problem solving.

Across the three articles, the instructor role takes on different responsibilities in 
promoting active learning. This includes framing the learning—particularly the 
explicit perspectives and frameworks used as well as the leadership skills to be devel-
oped. The articles show how instructor input and feedback are instrumental to the 
learning process—in modeling the use of frameworks in analyzing case studies, in 
the nature and timing of input and feedback, and in the shifts in the candidate–instruc-
tor relationship over time from teacher to coach to facilitator of reflective practice. As 
Dexter and others (2020) show, instructor decisions about how to structure the learn-
ing shift according to these considerations and how and reflection on learning is 
integrated.

Challenges and Implications

There are several challenges to these active learning approaches, both in their use and 
their evidence of effectiveness. Each has strengths and limitations that can facilitate 
and hinder learning, and all raise questions about how well they foster learning and the 
transfer of learning to practice.

The strength of simulations is the capacity to enable candidates to try out various 
strategies and solutions and to reflect on lessons from exploring alternatives. The 
learning can be standardized for specific knowledge and skill development. But, 
despite the inclusion of contextual factors, simulations lack real-time problem-solving 
context that authentic, field-based experiences offer, although interactive simulations 
offer greater potential. Conversely, learning experiences undertaken in authentic con-
text cannot control external demands or unexpected events that can delay or disrupt 
completion of an active learning project, potentially hindering or preventing the 
intended learning in completing a project, particularly within the time frame of a 
course or degree program.

The articles raise questions about how much time and experience is needed for the 
types of learning these active learning efforts pursue. It is not surprising that two arti-
cles describe active learning within doctoral programs. As doctoral programs, their 
candidates are expected to have foundational leadership knowledge and skills. The 
active learning experiences are scaffolded over time and are not limited to a single 
course experience, although the learning to unfold around real-time events.

More evidence is needed on the educational benefits and outcomes of active learn-
ing. Research on active learning in educational leadership preparation remains small, 
limited to tracking its prevalence (Robey & Bauer, 2013) and providing case studies 
on specific innovations such as simulations (DeJong & Grundmeyer, 2018; Staub & 
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Bravender, 2014), problem-based learning (Copland, 2003), and other active learning 
strategies (Darling-Hammond et al, 2010). Much of the research is limited to what 
candidates are able to do and learn through these experiences and the nature of shifts 
in candidates’ leadership identity and perspectives (Gilbert, 2017; Hallinger & Bridges, 
2017; Hallinger et al., 2017; Schechter, 2011). Even much of the case study research 
is scant, and becoming somewhat dated, as attention to innovative pedagogical prac-
tices in leadership preparation has waned in recent years.

Finally, more extensive research is needed on how well what candidates learn 
through active learning is transferred to leadership practices, post-preparation, and its 
benefits in developing the capacity of schools and districts these candidates lead to 
serve all students well—the end goal of leadership preparation (Orr et al., 2010). 
Kirkpatrick and Kirkpatrick (2007) provide a framework for evaluating the effects of 
learning on practice. They outline four levels of effects—reaction, learning, behavior, 
and results—and the importance of building a chain of evidence (Kirkpatrick & 
Kirkpatrick, 2007). As we move forward on these promising approaches to leadership 
preparation and development, particularly to enact more equity-based leadership, we 
will need evidence on how and in what ways such learning improves leaders’ practice 
and the schools and districts they serve.
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